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This is a report of the application of principles and procedures outlined in
the pamphlets of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, "Community
Development Series", with modification to conform with t he local pattern of
leadership in the City of Hallandale, Florida.

compiled by
THE H ALLA N D ALE CHAMBE R O F C O M ME RC E
I

N ovember,

1962

A ':;KN O V\T LEDGEME N T

The production of this :Hallandale Vvorkbook in less t ha n three months
v.,as made possible by the combined efforts of more than a hundred civic,
social, business , professional, educational, religious a nd other leaders
in the C ity of Hallandale and surrounding area, who contributed most
generously of their time and talent.
The v.hole project took ra pid shape through their partic i pation, inspired
by the enthusiastic leadership of Leon G. Yeuell, General C hairman .•.
guided by the procedures outlined in the workbooks of Tampa, Florida,
and Erie, Pennsylvania ... and compiled in presentable form by the
Chamber of C ommerce staff: Jeanette Maracic, Alys Siebenthaler , and
S aro! Siebenthaler .
Mention should be made, too, of the excellent news coverage given the
program from start to finish by the three local newspapers, Hollywood
SUN-TATTLER, Fort Lauderdale NEV\TS, and the Miami HEnALD, under
direction of Donald T. C uddy, Publicity Director.
8 redit for getting the project off the ground should go to President John
Edwin May, his Executive C ommittee, and the Board of Directors of the
Hallandale Chamber of 8 omm erce.
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1.

FOREWORD

Disturbed only by the clatter of the typewriter and an occasional dusting off for
a wistful perusal by the chamber manager, a neat little package of pamphlets
slumbered on a desk in the Hallandale Chamber of Commerce office .
To the casual visitor who picked up the little gray box, a glance disclosed that
the title said COMMUNI'IY DEVELOPMENT SERIES, but rare were the fingers that
eased out one of the little booklets t o read that they were published by the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States and that they pre sented a working
guide to a new concept of community development . True , the manager was
ruefully aware of this; in fact, had mentioned their existence to many a committee
meeting called to mull over one of the myriad problems existing in a community
which was growing at a pace matched only by other cities in this rapidly developing area of southeast Florida.
But things have a way of working out the way they should , and the day came when

the little packet of pamphlets came into its own . In the best chamber tradition,
it was a volunteer worker who unknowingly was responsible for its revival.
The importance of beautification of our community, not only for the comfort and
enjoyment of our citizens, but as the prime selling point in attracting tourists,
potential business firms, and future residents, had moved up on the Chamber of
Commerce Program of Work year after year, until in 19 62 it was given first place
on the list.
A former Director and still active member, officer in the development firm which
had built a multi-million dollar island community in Hallandale, assumed the

responsibility of heading up thi s important committee (Beautification) . He began
by dividing the city into seven areas, and formed an organizational set-up of
sub-chainnen and workers in every section of town. VIith no qualms about
"stepping on toes which weren 't moving", the chairman mov ed full speed ahead
and the first tangible result appeared in a professional Mast e r Plan of Beauti fication being ordered by the C ity, with financial assistance from a group of
businessmen. A beautifully landscaped adult pr:1rk sprung up in the Atlantic
Shores section where a field of weeds had been , and the C hairman took a long
look at his Sub-Chairman in that area , because by this tit11e he had a reason.

His reason became known at a Directors ' meeting in September when he asked
to be relieved of his Chainnanship , and that his Sub-Chairman from the Atlantic
Shores section be appointed in his place . And he lost no time in explaining why.
I would like to work with a new committee on COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT" , he
said.
11

Pressed for explanation, he went on to draw the picture which had been taking
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shape in his mind as he attempted to enlist the cooperation of the e ntire
community in his beautification program . "Every problem in a community has
a way of overlapping another one", he stated. "Wherever I go with this plan
of beautification T run against a stone wall ••• lack of financing, narrow
. highways , lack of drainage and sewers, obsolete structures needing t o be tom
down, water problems , lighting problems • • • and most of all, the great lack of
adequate financing to handle these problems.
"ififhat t his community needs is a complete study and a nalysis made of the
over-all picture . We're growing fast, perhaps too fast for our present set- up ,
and if we don't stop right now and take inventory and detenni ne what we have
here, where we a re heading, and what we must do to be ready for the future,
we're goi ng to be in trouble".
Thus was t he Community Development Program in Hallanda l e born, and quick
to pick it up and nurture it were many leaders from many organizations in this
small city, and some who were simply homeowners in Hallandale but who had
definite convictions about its problems •
The re sult was this Workbook, c ompiled from the reports of innumerable meetings
of study groups during the past s t;~ weeks. But it's only the beginning .
The General Chairman and a ll the persons who have worked on this project
see it a s a preliminary report taken from the readily available information
existi ng i n the minds and on the desks of the pe ople involved. It is a simple
inventory which pinpoints our needs . Certainly further study must be taken
at depth on many of the subjects covered . Much of the action indicated is
already underway by the city government , the chamber of commerce , or other
local organizations.
Now , at l east, we have a PU~N . A plan which coordinate s all problems and
projects and shows them in their relationship to one another . It was the
citize ns of Hallandale who drew up this plan. It will be the citizens of
Hallandale who put it into AC TION.
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SECTION A
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4.

INITIATING THE PROGRAM
When the Board of Directors gave the the General Chairman the green light in
the September meeting, he spent the next few weeks in many individual discussions with some of the community's top business leaders and in meeting
with the staff and officers of the Chamber to formulate plans.
Then an unforeseen cancellation of a Coffee Club speaker late in September
necessitated a substitute program. The seven booklets of the COMMUNI1Y
DEVELOPMENT SERIES were distributed to the five men of the Executive
Committee of the Chamber, the immediate Past President, and the General
Chairman of the newly created Community Development Program. These men
studied the booklets and attempted to get across the basic message of each
in a 3-minute capsule to a gathering of 62 people,representing Chamber members
and organization representatives, in a special Coffee Club program advertised
as featuring Community Development.
Meanwhile, letters were sent to all civic and service organizations, churches,
schools, asking them to name representatives to a City VVide Meeting to be
called to discuss Community Development.
At the same time, the Chairman asked some of the community leaders who had
shown the most enthusiasm for the project to serve on the Priorities Committee.
Realizing that a small committee would undoubtedly be more workable, the
chainnan decided, nevertheless, to include in the beginning each of the men
who had evinced unusual interest in order to spread the word more rapidly,
since a target date had been set for the plan to be finished as of November 30th.
There were two reasons for the acceleration of the program. One was that
November 30th was the date set for the Chamber's Annual Banquet, an occasion
usually marked by the attendance of most of the community's leadership, and
therefore a ready,-made audience for the presentation of the Plan.
More important, however, was the interest of so many citizens in the effective
inauguration of such a plan at the earliest possible date. The City Administration
has e:;cpressed the intention of reassessing the entire city's area early in 1962.
The many dozens of citizens involved in the work of preparing this plan were
overwhelmingly of the opinion that such a plan would be of considerable value
to the City Administration in establishing a program for presentation to the city
at such time as the reassessment is completed, and future budgets established.

s.
IDENTIFICATION OF STUDY AREAS

Priorities Committee
Departing a little bit from the procedures outlined j_n the C OMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERIES, the Chairman decided to call toge-~her the Priorities Committee to
a ssist in identifying the areas needing study It w.Js not feared that some member
might suggest a problem which might later be ne glected., since from previous disc ussion it had been noted that each person contucted had in mind the over-all
good of the city, his personal interest taking second place to general community
i mprovement. These men were all successful businessmen who were accustomed
t o taking the large viewpoint that any community improvement would eventually
result in more customers and more business for loca~ investors.
o

Since the men who had been previously contacted were either successful business
or professional men, the chairman drew up l:.i[ j_nitJ.al committee from this group.
He was well aware that some of the communtty =s most active workers did not
fall in this category, but counted on their broadness of vision to understand his
selections .
At the first Priorities Meeting, eighteen of the t ~·rnnty-one invited came to the
Dinner Meeting prepared to make a three-minute talk on a problem or problems
he felt deserved attention. At the end of this extremely interesting discussion,
21 problems had been isolated, some of which were later broken down into more
s pecific study areas.
By this time ;the working group for getting the program off the ground consisted
of the General Chairman, O~ficers of the Chamber of Commerce, the Publicity
Director appointed by the chairman, and the Staff of the chamber. This group
added to the list of Study P..reas already identi.f:ied by the Priorities Committee,
from the list suggested by the COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERIES, and from
suggestions of previous Chamber of Commerce round-·i:able discussions of
community needs. In all, some fifty study are as were i.dentified.
First City V\Tide Meeting
Every known organization in Hallandale_. regardle ss of its size, purpose or
affiliation, received an invitation t o send a rnprnseni.d·cive t o the first City -wide
Meeting, which was held at City Hall. Individuals were also asked to attend,
based on their knowledge of and activities i n t _19 c ommunity, but without regard
t o their political, religious or social affiliations. The intent was to make this
first meeting truly representative of the entire cor.1.m unity.
Leon Yeuell, the General Chairman, opened the mE.e ting with a general statement
of the purpose of the Community Development nan, whtch is important enough
t o the understanding of the project to be recorded verbatim here. He said:
"This is not a political organization. It is not a voss ure group. It represents
no particular section or facet of Hallandale . It is rather an attempt to gather
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together responsible citizens for the purpose of making detailed studies of
every segment of our community life, with particular attention to our future
needs. No "city hal1 11 can make such a complete study on such an unbiased
basis ••• political considerations and lack of personnel prohibit it.
"Our task, before its completion, will take many thousands of man hours in
addition to those already spent.
"This committee has no ax to grind with any political administration -- past,
present or future. It will not knowingly allow, and it will take eveiy possible
step to prevent, its being used for political purposes during its lifetime. This
is not to say that the committee will attempt to limit political activity by its
mem bers as individuals -- to attempt that would be un-American -- but we do
ask that the members of this group, and the many study groups working in
conjunction with this committee, refrain from political activity within the
framework of the Community Development Committee.
"Hallandale has gained much through the years. Our progress has been far
beyond that of most American cities ••• eveiy indication is that our greatest
progress lies in the immediate years ahead. It is our intent and purpose to
plan well through an organiz ed community effort to assure the maximum benefits
to all in the progress that lies ahead."
Mimeographed copies of the list of fifty study areas were distributed, along
with cards asking for volunteers to the different study groups. The cards
explained that such volunteers should be persons who had definite knowledge,
experience, technical skill, or carefully considered opinions on the subject
to be studied.
The Chairman went through the list verbally, asking first that anyone who
objected to any of the categories, or had one to add, should raise his hand
and he would be allotted time to outline his suggestions a fter the entire list
had been read. Actually, the few suggestions that were made and discussed
were found to fit into categories already listed. P.Jl in all, the meeting was
well attended, enthusiastic, and surprisingly brief and to the point. At the
close of the meeting, some 45 cards were turned in by volunteers t o various
study groups.
It was explained to the representative group that the Priorities Committee would
study all the completed reports and draw up a program of the projects needing
immediate attention, and that this program would be submitted t o a second
City ~Nide Meeting for their approval and adoption. An invitation was extended
t o all present to attend the Chamber of Commerce Banquet on November 30th,
when the completed Workbook would be presented.
Resource Persons
The same working group who had planned the mechanics of the initial program
(this group never did reach the point of dignifying themselves with the title

:1:
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"Steering Committee") now set about studying the selection of resource persons
t o make the studies.
Well aware that within our own locality are the brains, the information, the
tale nt to make the initial analysis required, the committee drew on their
pers onal information to select qualified participants in the different categories.
In a community the size of Hallandale, most such persons and their qualifications
are fairly well known • • • and the group discovered that every man or woman who
had volunteered was capable of doing the jobs prescribed. It was not difficult
to fill out the groups with other persons known to be qualified.
Before the study was completed, 109 individuals had participated.
Of t ho 50 categories originally identified, some seemed to fall together under
one study and were so reported. In the end, reports were received on 40
different study areas.

a.
,.; .. ·,::

-.i.

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED

IN ANALYSIS

The Chairman found it made a more workable program to put one person in
charge of each group of study areas. These sub-chairmen took over many of
the details of helping assign knowledgeable resource persons to the groups under
their direction, arranging and calling meetings, and, in some cases, actually
writing the reports themselves, if a staff person was not available.
This turned out to be necessary because of the fact that at times there were
several meetings going on in different places at the same time. In order that
all reports would receive equal consideration by the Priorities Committee, the
standard format as suggested by the COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERIES was
followed.
A mimeographed sheet outlining the procedure to be followed was distributed to
the sub-chairmen. In several cases the sub-chairmen asked certain persons to
lead particular discussion meetings, and they were also provided with the sheet
on procedures. (See following page)
Each study group was also provided with copies of the over-all list of areas under
s urvey, so that they were constantly reminded of the interrelation of the different
categories.
Because the participants knev, ahead of time what would be expected of them,
most of them came prepared, and for that reason in most study areas only one
meeting was necessary. Sometimes these meetings were quick and to the point;
at others, discussion became so interesting that they went on for hours at the
members volition. Some were held at the chamber office, many in other business
offices, some at luncheon, some at dinner, and some in the evening at members'
homes. A few of the subjects seemed to require further research, and in these
cases, additional meetings were held.
As final drafts of the reports began to come in, they were released to the Press,
a nd the excellent coverage resulting made the entire community aware of the
magnitude and scope of the program.
City officials had been kept infonned from the beginning; by being invited to all

meetings and being asked to serve on study groups. Hence, they were not disturbed when certain factors appearing in some reports might have been construed
by the uninformed as criticism of city administrations, past or present.
The whole atmosphere of the study was one clearly understood by all participating,
and might be expressed (as it often was) as "PRINCIPLES ABOVE PERSONALITIES".

,,..

ST~~NDARDIZED PROCEDURE FOR ANALYZING PROBLEMS

-·

. ~,

.

Analysis should begin with a meeting of all the Resource Persons assigned to your
particular category or problem. Explain what this particular meeting is to accomplish,
how it relates to the over-all Community Development Program, and the importance
of each individual's contribution.
Purpose of this meeting is to produce a REPORT which sets forth the pertinent facts
and describes alternate courses of action that might lead to a solution. This REPORT
along with similar reports on other problem areas, is for review, evaluation, and
fu:ther action by the Priorities Committee.

: , :...

_'._::·::

V/hiJ.e Resource Persons will not assume authority or responsibility for attempting a
f.inal decision on how the problem should be solved, the statement of possible
com: ses of action should reflect all the important differences of opinion which can
h:ne an effect on the final decision. Each of the opinions included in the report
sl-:o'. 1.d be expressed in a manner satisfactory to its advocates.
1

Each REPORT should include at least the following headings:

.' f,

1.

The Area to be Studied
be given a number)

·2.

Title

3.

Resource Persons (listing the names, titles, and organizations of the
persons selected to provide local infonnation and analyses)

4.

Basic Facts and Comment (setting forth the essence of the area studied,
including background material on how the problem developed, facts about its
present status, and considerations which may contribute to possible courses
of action)

5.

Courses of Action
(an indication of various alternatives which might lead
to solution of problem; a basis of choice)

6.

Implementation (suggested ways for moving directly to decision and action)

:(
.• 11

·,'
:•!.:

(listed serially for identification purposes - you will

(description of the problem area, may be proposed in form of question)

,.:

A rough draft of the report will be made immediately after the first meeting by the

S~:df member assigned to your study area, including under appropriate headings the

es;:,ential facts, opinions, and possible ·courses of action presented at the meeting.
This draft will be submitted to each participant for his specific revisions, additions,
a~:i corrections ••• followed by a second draft, if necessary. Final draft will be
edited by General Chairman Leon Yeuell (for uniformity of presentation to assure
ec,.uitable consideration by Priorities Committee) and sent to all Resource Persons ,
wi th implied approval if no further changes are made within 48 hours. Final draft
will then be submitted for study and classification and will be included in the
Community Development Program of Work at the Chamber's Annual Meeting.
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ASSUMPTIONS

RESOURCE PERSONS

Donald T. Cuddy
A. O. Wickham
Herbert D. Gilruth
Ralph DiCecca
Harold E. Shaw
H. C. Schwartz
G. W. McCall
John Gibson
John Edwin May
Val Rosenthal
Leon G. Yeuell

Diplomat Hotels
Florida Power 6: Light Company
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co.
City of Hallandale \/\Tater Department
Bank of Hallandale
First National Bank of Hollywood
Hollywood Sun-Tattler
Business Research Center, Miami
Architect
Seymour's Food Mart
Layne, Inc. of Florida

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
For the successful initiation of Hallandale's Community Development Program,
in addition to the agreement on problems to be studied and the procedures of
a nalysis t o be used, it was important to reach agreement on assumptions of fact
from which the problems will be approached.
Confusion could easily arise unless some assumption was made about the
physical proportions of our over-all environment . For example, if the estimates
of Hallandale's requirements for public capital improvements were based on
exi sting conditions, they could prove to be totally inadequate for conditions
which might develop during the life of the improvements. Estimates of need, to
be adequate , must consider not only present facts, but also assumptions about
t he future .
Almost immediately after the Community Development Program had been outlined
at the Chamber of Commerce Coffee Club, the Assumptions Committee met. So
new was the whole idea to the community that the men who were called to the
meeting came only to listen, and stayed to decide what assumptions would be
necessary and within the realm of their capabilities to predict. They returned to
a second meeting a week later, with facts and figures, charts and graphs, and
set about to come to agreement on the one prediction they felt it was absolutely
necessary to make. This was the matter of POPULATION GROWTH.
Population Estimate
Hallandale Population

(U. S. Census)

Assumptions Committee Estimate

1960

10,483

1972

22,500

u.
Factors Bearing on Prediction
1. Population figures supplied by Florida Power & Light Co. for the last five years
reflect the following growth rate, based on 3. 1 persons for each residential
1neter connection as of April of each year.

Year
1957
1958
1959
1960
1S6 l
1962

Population Estimate

Percentage Increase

7,747

3 , 689
9,17 9
10,484
11,814
12,871

12. 15
5.63
14. 21
12. 68
8.94

2. The 1960 U.S. Census Figure for the City of Hallandale was 10,483 which
very closely reflects the accuracy of FPL estimates .
3. The population projection by the City of Hallandale -vater Department
(through 1995 - 28,000) estimates population for 1972 at 20,500.
4. The 20 , 500 figure was felt to be too conservative, considering the trend
t oward construction of high-rise, multiple dwelling units, and an estimated
population by the Hollywood Sun-Tattler indicating a 1972 figure of 26,500
population for Hallandale.
5. The Hallandale area will enjoy the benefits of a second major population boom
in the North Dade and Broward County area, anticipated after 1965 when
Interama has become a reality.
6. Further expansion of Hallandal e City Limits is considered limited by
geographical locations of tho Atlantic Ocean to the East; Diplomat Country
Club and/or City of Hollyv-,ood on the North; State Road 9 and the City of
Pembroke Park on the ~.N est , and the Dade County line t o the South .
7. Completion of the North-South Expressway System, linking t o State Road 9
at Golden Glades Interchange, and development of Interama, are the major
projects affecting desirability of Hallandale as a residential area.
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SECTION B
RESOURCES

Study Area No . 1

LAND, LOCA.TIO:N AND CLIMATE

Study Area No . 2

\/\'ATER

Study Area No . 3

SEW ERS AND D:-zAINAGE

Study Area No. 4

GAS

Study Are a No . 5

ELECTRICITY

Study Area No . 6

TELEPHONE SE '.l.VIG E

Study Area No . 7

CULTURAL RESOU i\ CES

Study Area No . 8

EDUCATIONAL ?£SOURCES

Study Area No . 9

RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

(Library)
(Sc hool s )
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STUDY AREA NO. 1
LAND , LOCATION I AND CLIMATE
RESOU~GE PERSOr-,JS
Carl M. Sisk

Hollywood W eatherman

Bruce Siebenthaler

Hallandale Awning Co.

BASIC: FA.CTS AND COMMEIJTS
In planning c ommunity development , first consideration must be given to factors
which remain constant through all the changes to which the community will be
subjected . !)\ND , LOCATIO E , and CLIMATE are generally classed as constant
factors . An exception to this statement should be noted, however. In Hallandale,
c:s in the other parts of Florida, canals are dug, land pumped out of waterways,
Ink.es created, and thus the face of the land is often changed .
That portion of Hallandale lying west of U . S . Highway ,; a occupies the highest
portion of the coastal ridge, a strip of sandy , well-drained land good for building
cmd agriculture. East of U.S . Highway #1 and extending to the Intracoastal
Waterv,, ay lies an area which is generally low in elevation. From elevations of
about 6. 8 feet above mean sea level along U . S. Highway =rFl , the ground slopes
downward t o elevat:ons which range from O. 0 t o 2. 0 feet in unfilled areas and
2. 0 to 4. 5 in filled areas. This l ow area lying between U . S . #1 and the IntraCoastal 1Naterway is traditionally known as the "East Marsh" . The southeastern portion of the East 1\/iarsh has been developed into a very luxurious water
front development by constructing finger islands from hydraulic fill.
Rich muckland3 accounted for the development of Hallandale as an agricultural
area. .~.t one time it was c ne of the state's large st t omat o growing areas, but
population growth has made land t oo valuable for farming, and now agriculture
plays only a minor part in the city's economy .

Hallandale, s oui:hernmost city of Broward County on the Atlantic coast of Florida,
is ideally located midway between M iami and Fort Lauderdale . It may be classified as a subl~rban metropolitan area .
Official highv,;ay mileages from Hallandale are:
Fort Lauderdale
West Palm Beach
Cape C anaveral
Daytona Beach
Jac:ks o:1viHe

10
50
175
243
333

Miami
Key ·.-r_r est
Fort r.1Iyers
Tampa
Tallahassee

111

173
145
248
467

14.
Climate
Hallandale has what is known as a sub-tropical climate. The Gulf Stream,
located just a few miles off-shore, equalizes summer and winter temperatures.
This mild year-round climate contributes greatly to pleasant living, working
efficiency, and, mo st important t o our economy, enjoyable vacations •
.

AVERAGES BY MONTH
(one mile inland)

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBE R
NOVEMBER
DECEMBE R

RAINFALL

TEMPERATURE

2.56 in.
2.04
2.52
3.47
5.38
7.44
5.67
6.38

66.3deg.
76.3
75.3
76.5
80.4

10. 2 0

8.84
3.32
2.6 9

81. 5

85.7
85.2
84.3
78.6
74.2
69.4

COURSE OF ACTION

While c ourses of action cannot change climate and location, they can take
advantage of them. The potentialities for growth and development can be
realized
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STUDY AREA NO. 2
VvATER

RESOURCE PERSON

Ralph DiCecca

City of Hallandale Vifater Department

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
Geologically, Hallandale is fortunate in having a reliable and adequate water
supply from the Everglades, a natural reservoir with an area of approximately
4000 square miles. Various water bearing formations were investigated by the
U. s. Geological Survey and they reported the Tamiami Formation as o ne of
the most highly permeable formations ever investigated. Raw water from this
s ource supplies Hallandale.
The characteristics of this supply is generally the same today as when the
Hallandale Vl/ater Plant was instituted in 1952 and we d o n ot look for any
radical changes in the near future.
The City of Hallandale ·water Plant with three wells at the plant site, a new
million-gallon ground storage tank in addition to the elevated tank, is
adequate for the present. A new : I, 500 gals. per min. high pressure service
pump is planned.
Quality of the finished water remains excellent in all respects -- safety, taste,
s oftness , color, and chemical analysis:
Iron
.Alkalinity
pH

Chloride
Total Hardness
Col or
Rates

(3/4

11

0

40
8.6
25 ppm
50 - 60
10 ppm

meter)

Residence
2 units
3 units
4 units
5 units

3,000 minimum
II
4,000
5,000
II
6,000
7, 000
"
II

$2.5 0
3.00
3.5 0
4.00
4.50

<.0¢ pG r th ousand
up t o 100., 000 gals.
the n 3 0¢ per .thousand

There is no serious problem in the water department -- instead of being stymied
we are looking ahead. Any tirae we feel the plant needs t o be increased we can
go ahead and do it, as our finances are in healthy conditio n.
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STUDY AREA NO. 3
SEVvERS & DRAINAGE

RESOYRCE PERSONS
Samuel Steinberg

Frank W. Walsh

Albert Tapp
Anthony
·r· :•

. L, :

J. Mo zzott

Chairman, Hallandale Sewer Board
Former President, Health Board of
Elizabeth, J\J . J.
Member, Hallandale Sewer Board
Former Asst. C hief Inspector, Dept.
of Vvater Supply, New York City
Owner, Tapp' s Motel
Former Superintendant of Streets and
Sanitation, :-1allandale

BASIC FACTS AND COMME NT
The e ngineering firm of Philpott, Ross and Saarinen, Inc., of Fort Lauderdale
issue s periodic engineering reports to the City on Sanitary Improvement No. l
which is now in progress in the NE Atlantic Shores section of Hallandale , which
may be referred to for information of the action taken t o date. The project is
being financed by the Federal Government under P. L. 66C ("depressed area law").
The members of this group have been close to the installation of the sewers from
the beginning, and give assurance that the installation is of the highest grade,
has been carefully inspected and re-checked all along the line, and, in their
opinion , should prove most satisfactory.
The engineer who has overseered
the bedding for the pipe lines is considered by this committee to be one of the
top authorities in his field in the country. (Poor bedding has been the cause of
much of the need to dig up and replace which has plagued other cities in South
Florida) . It will be important that the property owners check the bedding of the
lateral pipe when they connect up to the sewerline.
At t he pre sent time, property owners on AlA are interested in obtaining sewers,
and residents of the NE section west of Federal Highway have indicated to the
Sewer Board that they are also interested.

.. . .. .
'

',

r:

In regard to drainage, the Atlantic Shores section has also been the area with
the greatest problem. This is known as the East Marsh, lying north of Hallandale
Bea ch Boulevard, and while building was progressing rapidly in that section,
little consideration was given t o drainage or sanitary facilities. Serious public
health problems arose in 19 5 7 due to flooding and failure of septic tank facilitie s , and building was forced t o come to a virtual standstill.
Tvrn years ago the City put in s ome catch basins at inters e ctions to catch the
fl ow, particularly from F oderal Highway, which the State :-;.oad Department had
run off to the East about 150' a t each intersectio n. However, since there are
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still some streets not connected to the drainage system, and perhaps because
only 8 1 pipes were used, there is still a flooding problem in this section in wet
weather. The sewers will solve the sanitary problem , but will not relieve the
discomfort of flooded conditions, and the health hazard of standing water.
The southwest section had a drainage problem which was solved somewhat by
running the water into the canal known as "Schaffers". The main difficulty here
is that this canal runs into a stagnant lake in Dade County , and thence trickles
into a swamp south of that; as a result, the water is backing up, causing t he
growth of unpleasant vegetations and the resultant bad odors and health hazards
of stagnant wate r.
There is also a s e rious drainage problem at Beach Boulevard and Dixie, and one
at Dixie and N\IV 1st Street. Furthermore , if the City ever installs more sidewalks
as so many citize ns are hoping, there will be a really serious drainage problem
in much of the city: s are a .
Some discussion wa s held on the gradually lowering water table and the possible
intrusion of salt, especially w j_th more and more water being used and drained
away into sewers or the draina ge system which carries e xcess water and rainwater into the c a nals and the n to mix with the Intracoastal -.r.raterway . Only
experts could det e rmine how close we are getting to the 18 point salt infiltration
danger point, but it w ould be v11ell to forese e this possible future threat at this
time.

1;

COURSES OF AC TIO N

- Sevrers

1. C ontinue the s ewer iD stallations throughout the C ity, section
by section . It was s ugge sted tha t the Be ach or AlA be conside red next; then
the I'JE section we st of U S l ; the n the SE , and s,.rv, with the NVlf to be last.

.. l.. • •
,I

'

I
'

, ,..

·Y

• • ;'•'
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2. InJonn prope rty owne rs in the Atlantic Shore s section as to the
dangers t hey must beware whe n hooking up to the s e we r system. They should
be warned to check the land wh e re the late rals will go for muck , marl , filled
land, or soil with acid conte nt, and s ee that all such soil is replaced with rock
for a bedding . This will pre ve nt the possibility of future trouble. Citizens can
check with the e ngineer , possibly, to dete rmine what kind of soil was found in
their vicinity. Ar.-:i'.:118,· da n(dc:c i:o be prepufc d .for is the influx of "fly-by-night"
sewer-conne cting c o ntractors who will surely be attracted to this area. They
should be warne d t o ma ke sure a contractor is bo nde d (not merely licensed and
insured) before they turn any moneys ove r to him .
IMPLEME NTATIO N

'-, 'I

.,

.. ,
·, \

The City should conside r putting the financing of the sewer system on a Revenue
Bond i ssue for the entire syst e m i mme diate ly, re financ i ng t he present government
loan if ne c e ssary . It is pointe d out that with a Revenue Bond, taxpayers can be
charged simp!y on a vr1t e r-ra.t e basis , and t hat if ev e ntually the City decides to
do this for t he rest of the city , the prope rty owne rs in the Atlantic Shores section
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who have had to pay on a footage basis for the installation, would have a
rightful cause of complaint.
The second course of action might be taken by the Better Business Division of
the Chamber of Commerce.
COUP.SES OF ACTION - Drainage

1. Install 24' pipe where necessary to provide storm drainage,
running it into the canals at 10th and 14th Av enues in the northeast section,
and Schaffer Canal in the southwest,
OR
2. Install a drainage pipe immediately along the south side of
Beach Boulevard, which could carry all waters straight to the Intracoastal. This
could be done now at less cost than at any future time, with the portion of Beach
Boulevard from U S l to All'!. being torn up, and the section from Federal to Dixie
still not ready for the expected parking lane and sidewalks on the south side.
IMPLE MENTATION
City should be urged to make a study of the second cours e suggested immediately,
to avoid the complications that would hinder its installation in the future after
the new boulevard is completed.

COURSE OF ACTION - ·w ater Table
1. Consideration should be given at this time to the reclamation
of the discharges from large operations and from the disposal plants. This
could be pumped back into the ground by Return Wells.

IMPLEMENTATION
The City should be represented on groups in the area who are making a study of
the •Nater Table. It would not be too soon, however, to draw up an ordinance
requiring builders of large improveme nts to return water discharge to the land.
The C ity Engineer should be able to define the location of proper fissures.
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STUDY AREA NO. 4

J,

RESOU:~C E PERSON

David M. Lapham

District Manager, Peoples Gas System

BASIC FAC TS AND COMME NTS
Peoples Gas System supplies natural gas to over 1000 accounts in Hallandale
through a distribution system ns shown ori map on file.
..
t

The distribution system serving Hallandale can be supplied from gate stations
both North and South of the city and continuity of service is further assured by
standby manufacturing plants and storage in North Miami Be ach and Fort
La uderdale.
Natural gas is supplied to Peoples Gas System through the pipe line of Florida
Gas Compa ny from their fields in Texas and Louisiana.
Applicable rates will be furnished on request for Commercial 1 Industrial, Air
Conditioning and interruptable use.
For off main use liquified petroleum gas is available from more than 12 companies
operating in the are a.
Peol:>l e s Gas System is in po sition t o me et any future re quirements for gas in the
Hallandale are a .
COU'.'.SES OF ACTIO N
Everything which needs t o be done to insure an adequate supply of gas for all
prese nt or future needs of area is being done. No additional action see ms t o
be required .
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STUDY AREA NO . 5
ELECTRIC POWER AND ENERGY
RESOURCE PERSON
A. O. Wickham

Distri ct Manager
Florida Power & Light Company

SOURCE:
An ample, dependable supply of electric powe r and e ne rgy, in any required
quantity - large or small - is available as, when and whe re needed in or about
Hallandale. Ele ctric service faciliti e s he re are an integral part of the interconnected system of the Florida Power & Light C ompany v, hich lies wholly
within peninsular Florida and ext e nds all along the Atlantic C oast and along
the Gulf Coast south of Tampa.

Today there are ten major powe r plants in that syste m. Six of these are within
a fifty mile radius of Hallandal e , three to the north and three to the south.
Together they made up 74% of the system total generating capability of
2,128,000 I0N {3,000 , 000 I-IP) at the end of 1961. At the end of 1961 this
Florida Power & Light power transmission grid served 805,44 7 electric customers
or 44% of all ele ctric utility customers in Florida. Ove r 7 0% of all these
customers are withi n a fifty mile radius of Hallandale. A.bout 48,000 or 6%
are in South Broward. The ra pid expansions of the gene ra ting and carrying
capacities of this power grid are tuned to the rapid, ste ady growth of e lectric
customers and of the us e of ele ctricity pe r customer.
Customer Growth: Up 113% in 10 y e ars
During the past 10 years, 1952-61 incl usive, the total number of Florida Power
& Light electric customers increased 113%. In South Broward the i ncrease was
167%; for all other electric utility systems in the State, 08% . For the U.S.A.
the increase was 28%. Geographically, the Florida Power & Light Company
system is no larger today than at the end of W orld War II.
Electricity Use: Up 370% i n 10 Year s
While system total customers were more than doubling, the a verage use of
electric energy pe r customer more t han doubled too. Total use increased 370%
in ten years. In South Broward the increase was 435 %; for a ll other electric
utilities in the State, 276 %. For the U.S. A. the increase was 126%.
Peak Load: Up 280% in 10 Years
While the average use per customer was doubling, the duratio n of use, such as
that for air conditioning, lengthened. The 15 minute peak l oa d, i.e., the max imum use of electricity, K\/'/H , in any 15 minute period, in 19 61 was at the rate
of 1,745,000 kw. That was an increase of 1,285,000 10 ,1 or 28 0% over the peak
load in 1951.
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G8neratinq_C r..na.biUty_;__ Up 32 0% in 10 Years
In every y e ar since the end of Vvorld Vvar II major additions in generating,
transmis s ion and di stribution facilities have been made in the Flori da Power &
Light C ompany power grid. The system I s total generating capability at the end
of World Vl/ur II was 243,000 kw . The capability of even the smallest generating
unit of the f hre to be installed in the current five years is 300,000 kw.
In 19 - 1 the::-e were e ight major power plants. The total system capability was
503:000 kw. Two major power plants have since been added. Major additions
have b9e n ma de to five of the major plants. The total generating capability at
the end of 196 1 v.;as 2,128,000 kw, a ten year increase of 1,625,000 kw or
32 0% ,
Jl...bou"i: 75% of th j_s t otal addition was made in major power plants within a SO-mile
nc~~ u:1 o:!: H;,E2nJal e .

D1.r:ir:.g t hG curre nt fiv e years, 1962-1966 inclusive, the system generating
capa biLtt wiE b:) i ncreased from 2,128,000 kw to 4,003,000 kw, a 1,875,000 kw
Lil' 8 8% increa se .
OI t he total additions 1,450,000 kw or 77% will be in the ex!sting i1:o.j or rower plants near Hallandale. The balance , or 4 25,000 kw, will
r:c in 3 r:.<;v1 pm·,er plant near C ape Canaveral.

p .e c trig_}J._i·.~J.it y Interc o nne cte d Systems

r.· •.
~

·~.

.,

?enin3u 1 ~u i.=' lo:·ida , e l e ct ric power de mand and use wis e , is literally covered by
~he in~:cr...:; :inr.e c "i:io n of the s eparately owne d and ope rated syste ms. These interconnections, s uc h as the Fl orida Power & Light C ompany syste m with those of
Tampa EJ.eci.:.lc Compa ny and Flori da Powe r Corporation, are e specially valuable
in helpir,i::: to L1ssure the customers of each syste m an ample supply of power in
the e·;re n~ of 1201.ated, extraordinary, forc e d shutdowns. The s e interconnections
als o e:fec-c i r,rr-rove d fue l e conomi e s by inte rchanging p ower which affords the
o,o~· :1t !.on or e}~tended operation of the large st, most e ffici e nt ge nerating units
in each systr2 m. Such savings are pass e d on to our customers.
Emerq011c1 3-.:;n1ic2

In t he event or major storm or othe r damage t o any part of the Florida Power &
Ligh t sy s t em , mat e rials, facilitie s, and man power from the entire system - as

has been dor.e i n t he past - are c o nce ntrate d immediately o n that trouble d part.
DepGncl.i ng on t h-3 ext e nt of the da mage, the e merge ncy s e rvic e s of t he ot her
electric u"'ility system s in the Florida grid are made available t o e ach othe r.
Cost
Sc~-vj_ce
- -o-Z-------The c:ost of c J.P,c tri c servi c e c ompare s favorably with that in the country as a
whole . It i s lowe r than that in mo st of the other high fue l cost are as and higher
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than that in some of the lower fuel cost areas,
For manufacturing industries in the country as a whole the cost of purchased
electric power and energy is only 1/2 of 1% of the sales value of all goods
manufactured. High or low power cost, in general, cannot be a controlling
factor in the location of ind us try. The availability of ample, dependable power
is a prime controlling factor.
The increase in the number of manufacturing employees in Florida, during the
19SO's, exceeded that in any state in the nation but two. The increase in the
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood Metropolitan Area ranked third in the State.
Community Development
The Florida Power & Light Company urges all its members to take an active
interest and to participate in the constructive economic, cultural and spiritual
development of the communities it is privileged to serve.
The services of well trained and highly experienced staff consultants are
available upon request.
Infonnation in reference to any matters having to do with electric power and
energy is immediately available from the Florida Power & Light Company
District Manager, Mr. Wickham, Hollywood, Florida.
I

I

I
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STUDY AREA NO. 6
) ·i

TELEPHONE SERVICE
RESOURCE PERSONS

Romeo DeLuca

District Manager, Southern Bell
Telephone & Telegraph Company
Deluca Electric

Nat Ehrlich

Sea Edge Cooperative Apartments

Herbert D. Gilruth

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
,•,

Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company, with district offices in Hollywood,
Florida, services the city of Hallandale along with the rest of the South Broward
County area.
For t he purpose of this report, c omments are seperated into two categories:
1) Telephone Service; and 2) Telephone Service Improvei.nent.
1) Telephone Service:
Them is no problem as far as basic service is concerned, and there has been none
for t hree years. There is no forseeable problem in the next five, or even the next
ten years. The company, in addition t o its surveys and projections, makes a
review every month by driving around and keeping a watc h on vacant lots and
units under construction, t o preve nt getting into any problems.
The actual usage of telephones in Hallandale is less than the average of other
communities, probably due in great part t o the number of residents living in
trailer parks and multiple units who are retired, or live here o nly a part of the
year, and who make use of the c ommon phone.
It was pointed out that only in c onversation is the telephone considered a UTILI'lY.
On t he stock market it is c o nsidered an INDUSTRY, and government taxing bodies
rega rd it as a LUXURY. This brought out the fact that there is still an Excise Tax
of 10% on telephone service; e fforts t o rem ove it have resulted in legislature's
bill being vetoed and tax e xtended for another y ear.
All major cables serving the area ure in the ground, sepamto trunking service
bra nching out. The company is serving Hallandale area on different routes.
Telephone cable on Beach Boulevard (600 circuits) will be underground.
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2) Tel ephone Service Improv01nent:

The company reports that all telephones are dial-operated , use Direct Distance
Dialing, and are in the process of converting t o the Nation-Vfide ANG (all
numbe r calling) .
The only other improv ement being co nside red for Hallandale a t the present time
is the bringing into the free c a lling area the NAtional exchange . The study has
been c ompleted , the c ost is known, but no date has been set.
It wa s pointed out that Hallandale businessuen, particularly those in real estoo te,
feel t hat including Miami Beach and Miami in the free calling area would be a
distinct improvement in s e rvice . The c ompany contends it is not economically
practical at this time, and the answer at the present time is for the individual
or business t o secure a \'VIlson exchange, though this is rather expensive
(approximately $26 a month for residents, $35 for business). The company does
keep a record of complaints, and has had o nly thre e family c omplaints about
Miami charges. There are no pla ns for this exte nde d s e rvice now .
The time can be forsee n when t elephone rates as we know them today will be
considered archaic and one rato will c ove r the e ntire South Fl orida area.
COUP.SES OF ACTION.
None nec e ssary.

25.
STUDY AREA NO. 7

C ULTURAL RESOURCES
RESOURCE PERSONS
Ross E. Amos
S. G. Rachlin, DDS
Matthew W . Spates

Past President ,
Hallandale C hamber of Commerce
President , Hallandale Library, Inc.
Bunny's Millwork and Supply

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
During the latter part of November, 1959 , an announcement w as made at a dinner
sponsored by the Hallandale C hamber of Commerce that a public library is needed in our cit y and that each one of the civic, service and community clubs was
requested to send representatives to a meeting to form a library committee to
advance t his project.
The first meeting was held on December 6 in the library of Hallandale Elementary
School. Mayor Russell Wilson and Commissioner Jacob Sowards attended this
meeting and made the announcement that in all probability the Commissioners
could be prevailed upon to furnish a site for the library and to give their formal
approval and support to the project. Those present were informed that at the
next meeting officers and directors would be elected .
At the second meeting the group attending elected Dr. Sidney G. Rachlin to be
President. Other officers and directors were elected and installed and a non
profit corporation was formed.
Then followed a series of meetings - consultations with professional librarians
and other informed persons about the requirements of a library as related to the
population of Hallandale . The City Commissioners were approached in regard
to a site. They promised a site on city owned property surrounding the City
Hall. The promise was also made that the city would assist the project financially, mat ching dollar for dollar the money raised from the citizenry by the
Library Corpora t ion.
The directors then began a fund raising campaign , The goal was set at
$25,00 0. 00 to cover cost of constructing the building and equipping it. It
was planned to acquire books by donations of them and if money should be
available to purchase additional books as required. The directors planned
to obtain at least $12,500.00 of the goal and that the remaining half would
be donated by the C ity.
Various devices were used t o obtain money -- a letter to the people of Hallandale,
a fair, contributions of material and labor, and by direct personal solicitations
for cash. This latter method was by far the most effective. The total amount of
money raised by whatever means was $14,616.00 of which $14,414.00 was
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spent in constructing the building to its present state. $3 950. 00 is required
to finish the building contract plus $300. 00 for partitioning the office, making
a total of $4250. 00 required to complete construction.
The directors of the Library Corporation now believe that they have raised as
much money as possible with the exception of such sporadic and occasional
donations of small amounts of money which they might be able to solicit.
Since t he construction of the library building has been at a standstill for
many months, it is the directors opinion that it would be far better to turn the
completion of the project over to the City and have the matter concluded.

COUPJ3E OF ACTION

Early in November, 1962 the Library Corporation requested that
the Commissioners of our City now take over this project and bring it to a
succe ssful conclusion; unless in their judgment it would be better to give
the money required for completion to the Library Corporation and have them
complet e the work.

IMPLEMENTATION

The City agreed to furnish the money to complete the buildi ng and has asked for
the bids on the items to get the Library in motion. They are now in the act of
compiling needs and bids on the necessary book shelves, chairs, tables, and
other equipment necessary to open the Library for business. "\Nork is also
progre s sing toward a long range Library committee to oversee management of
the Library.
over six thousand books have been donated and as soon as the shelves are
ready many more have been promised.
THE HALLANDALE LIBRARY HAS BECOME A REALITY!

OTI-IE!< CULTURAL RESOURCES
Vlfith t he Library as the most urgent need in the planning for cultural resources,
the committee did not go into additional cultural improvements. They do
recognize our proximity to the vast cultural advantages of the cities to the
immediate north and south, and feel that with the advent of the Library, further
cultural activities will grow naturally.
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STUDY AREA NO . 8
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
RESOURCE PERSONS
' !'

John V. Kipp
John 0. Calvin
Mrs. Mary Peters
Mrs. Virginia Famiglietti
Mrs. Dorothy VIilliams
Rev. John N . C arlson
Peter A. Schriber

Principal, Hallandale Junior High
School
Member, Broward County School
Board
President, Hallandale Junior High PTA
VP, Hallandale Junior High PTA
Mother's C ouncil of Hallandale, Inc.
Pastor, Bethlehem Lutheran Church
Islander Co-operative Apartment

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS

.r· .·

\"i ' ,

A Ciuick. look at the public school s ituation in Halla ndale reveals that
Hallandale Elementary has more than adequate facilitie s, Hallandale Junior
High is still housed in portable buildings after three years , with an
enrollment of 660 students (and growing), and South Brov,rard High School,
where Hallandale students are transported for the three senior high grades,
is already uncomfortably overcrowded . Two elementary schools and the fine,
new Lanier Junior High Sc hool in the Northwest section a re c onsidered
adequate. There is an elementary Parochial Sc hool in HGllandale, and bus
service to Catholic High Schools nearby. There is also a bus service to
several fine private schools in the area.
Nova High School, the bold new concept in education a rousing nation-wide
interest, is now taking shape at Forman Field, and will relieve some of the
overcrowding in the upper grades. The school will be ready to take selected
students from all over the county into the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th grades. It
is estimated some 50 students will be enrolled from the Hallandale area, and
since transportation will not be provided, this will present some problem.
It has been suggested that the mothers get together and hire a bus, one of
them acting as driver.
Plans for a new Junior High School building have been repeatedly pushed
aside in the last few years , but this proposed structure has now moved up to
No. 1 on the Priorities list, a nd with a new bond issue expected to be floated
in June of 1963, building should start in Hallandale next year. There will be
a year's delay before it v1ill be completed, however.

It was pointed out that when a new school is indicated, the Florida Education
Board send a survey team to verify the need. Unfortunately, there have been
many wrong guesses as far as Broward County is concerned. Good schools
were built as close as possible to the Intra Coastal ~.1{aterway, where the
preponderence of residential development was expected; but as real estate
values rose in this area, younger people were forced to move to the west, with
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growing num ber of school children corning from this part of the county. As a
result, such fine, adequately equipped Junior High Schools as Olsen and
McNicol in Dania and Hollywood, respectively, are now in a process of
"thinning out"; indeed, with several empty classrooms in Hallandale Elementary,
it is open to question whether there will be a real need for a Junior High located
in this comm unity in the future.
There is, however, an increasing need for another Senior High School in the
South Broward area; tentative plans would locate this school somewhere east
of SR 441 and south of Hollywood Boulevard.
rlegarding teachers of ability, it was pointed out that although Broward County
starting salaries are slightly lower than, for instance, Dade County, after a
probationary period of three years, the salaries go considerably higher than
other counties. Therefore, adequate and highly trained teachers are being
attracted to Broward County. Since Nova High School has been in the making,
applications have been received from teachers now employed in higher
institutions of learning.
COURSES OF ACTION
1. A Senior High School to replace Hallandale Junior High.
Immediate study should be made of the feasibility of halting plans for a new
Junior High School structure, converting them instead to plans for the needed
Senior High in this area, with construction to begin next year as scheduled.
IMPLEME NTATION

- !hen the new High School is ready for occupancy, preswnably in the Fall of
1S64, begin by eliminating the seventh grade and adding the tenth, and so on
until only the upper three grades remain.
Junior High School students would be absorbed into Olsen or McNicol, where,
it has been pointed out, there is room for mo;:-e students. Hallandale Senior
High School would receive pupils from Perry and McNicol. Lanier Junior High,
with its new plant and equipment, could be extended into a six year High School
at a great saving of transportation expense.
It seems it would be folly to invest a huge expenditure in a new Junior High
School, if there is a growing availability of space in east-county schools; and
a further folly to put more money into a site for a Senior High School in the very
area where the County now owns some 30 acres of land.
The Superintendant and the School Board should be urged by all groups interested
in obtaining a Senior High School for Hallandale that they give careful and
immediate consideration to this plan.
ADDENDA
It was recommended by this group that any organizations interested in improving
the educational resources of Hallandale should support and work for any
referendums on the reasonable increase in millage for schools, and also for
better salaries for teachers.
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STUDY A.REA NO. 9
RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
RESOURCE PERSONS

John Jeter
0 . B. Johns on
Virginia Famiglietti
Dave Barto n
Dorothy Vfilliams
Mary Brust
John Ryan
Alys Siebenthalcr

Recreational Director, City of Hallandale
Dire ctor, Dixie Park
Se cretary, Hallandale Park Commission
Publix Supermarket
Mother' s C ouncil of Hallandale, Inc.
President, Hallandale Garden Club
Shief Lifeguard
Member, H21landale Park Commission

BASIC FACTS AND COMME i'TTS :
Hallandale provides all the wonderful outdoor recreatio n indigenous t o its year
round warm and balmy climate and its ideal l ocation on the sunswept shores of
the s outh Atlantic Ocean , with the Gulf Stream fl owing at the horizon. This
includes swimming, boating, fishing, skin-diving, water-skiing and what you
will. As a vacationland com1nunity, there are als o the usual amusements such
as the aters, fine restaurants, and spectator sports, such as thoroughbred and
greyhound racing within the city limits, jai alai a few miles away. Golf c ourse s
abound in the area, and there are tennis courts, and driving ranges, and go-cart
tracks,. a nd bowling alle ys (the most luxurious), a nd ev cm a n ice -ska ting rink !
In the area of public recreational facilities , the ~ity of Halla ndale provides:
City Park - an 8 acre , fenced, and supervised area with an Olympic swimming
pool a nd adjoining dressing rooms, show e rs, check room, first aid and life-guard
rooms; a well-lighted ball field with bleachers; play ground area and t ot lot;
basketball court, boxing ring, shuffle boa rd c o urts; several service buildings; and
a Recreation Building with offic e and storage rooms.
Dixie Park - a 5 1/2 acre, foncod, supervised area in tho northwest section, with
identical swimming pool and facilities ; lighted ball field with bleachers; playground area; roofed patio. P_n additional 3/4 acre is a vailable for development .
Binstoc k Park - a 2 acre plot of ground in the northeast s ectio n , l e as ed t o th0 C ity
on a "vacate in thirty days" basis. Vvith exceptio n of a c orner re s e rved for t ot
playground e quipment, this is a park for adults , with an cctivity section including
shuffle boa rd c ourt, horseshoe s, picnic tables , e tc. The Park was landscaped by
a voluntary group of citize ns, a s part of the Chamber of 8ommerce Beautificatio n
Progre.m . Rock garde ns, fountain, fl ower be ds, walks and be nche s create a
beautiful, tranquil place for re laxation .
School grounds and buildings - va rious schools permit us o of facilities by the
qecreat ion De partme nt e specially during the summer progra r11 , when the School
Board provides supervis ors a nd instructors.
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Public Beach - 240 1 of ocean beach; bathhouse; guarded; paved parking area ,
metered t o help defray expense; concessio n stand l eased to private individual;
until the hi gh water of thi s past spring , there was a pavilion with picnic chairs
and tables ; presently groined to prevent further erosion , but under study now as
part of t his ent ire a rea for further and more effective erosion prevention.
The Parks and Recreation Boards of City Park and Dixie Park ere each composed of
five appointed members who serve in an advis ory capacity a t the pleasure of the
City Commission. The Recreation Director, as a departme nt head, is charged
with the responsibility of providing a s ound , wholes ome recretaion program to
meet t he needs of the c ommunity; developing , maintaining, and protecting the
nece ss ary facilities. He performs his duties in c ooperatio n with the Board and
is re sponsible to the City Manager and City C ommission .
In the fis cal year 1961 - 62 , the City Park budget was $42,000. , with ove r half the
budget spent in salaries of the five full-time and three part-time employees of the
Park, Pool , and Beach . The current budget shows a $2000 increase. The DiXie
Park budget of $26,500 . is similarly distributed , with t wo a nd a half year round
employees , and five extra employees in the summer. Both parks credit volunteer
help a nd interested organizations for much of the success cf their fine programs.
City Park has maintained an Al rating by the nati onal association for sever! years,
and is considered by l ocal citize ns as a municipal facility t o be proud of. Dixie
Park, a member of the Orange State Recreation Ass ociation, is "out in front and
has been for a number of years" . It was pointed out that both parks could use a
separa t e building located away from the park for "s ocializing" without planned
activities by the late t ee n and early twenties group.
Attempts to encourage adults or s e nior citizens t o participate in planned activities
other tha n arts and crafts have met with little success in past y ears. It was the
conoe ns us that facilities of the parks should be available for thes e older groups ,
but improved only whe n demand is evidenced .
The population of Hallandale is expected t o double in the next t e n y ears . There is
eve n now insufficient land for park purposes. The recommendation made by the
American Institute of Park Executivs of "one acre for every 100 residents" is not
very realistic for Hallandale where real estate values aro high; but unless we
pla n t oday and prepare for a t omorrow with more people with more leisure time ,
the recreation facilities will become t otally inade quate. Sosts are still rising!
COURSES OF ACTION
1. Acquisition of more beach property. This is important t o the
entire c ommunity, not only for the c onve nie nce and e nj oyment of residents, but
because the BEACH is the main roas o n most visitors give for c oming t o Florida •••
and the t ourist income repres e nts 65¢ of every $ 1 in our pockets, according t o
statistics of this section of Florida . Se c ond, t o make it e von more appealing a
new and attractive pavilion should be built -- perhaps a beat launching site • ••
and with more property , even a bandshell or c ommunity cent er or a pier is possible .

.....
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2. Set aside land for parks NOW. Wherever suitable land is now
eva!lable, it should be purchased, or premium prices will have to be paid later,
if we are fortunate enough t o find property still available. For instance, the lot
directly across the street from Dixie Park would make an ideal site for the planned
Recreation Building, and would leave the playground area undisturbed.
3. Increased use of school grounds. Recreation buildings on thes e
grounds might be made from the 11 portables" as they nre discarded for classroom
use. Since the Broward County School Board owns these properties, it would be
in line t o ask for County funds for improving the school grounds within cities for
recreational use.
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Count~ Parks. To improve the recreational fa cilities of Broward
County a s a whole, the City might, through the League of Municipalities, urge
the Sount y to use its recreational budget t o provide large tracts of land for
county wide recreational use; and t o develop, promote, and maintain County
Parks i n a manner similar t o Dade County's Greynolds or Crandon Park.
4.
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5. Develop ·w ater C onservation areas of the ,,.... entral and Southern
Florida Flood C ontrol Districts, for boating, fishing, picnicking, camping, etc.
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Final authority and control of the purse strings for acquisition of additional Beach
property and/or its improvement lie s with the Mayor and the City Commission.
Other courses of action are based upon the c ooperation and support of the Board
of County Commissioners and the Board of Public Instruction,
:.,.
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SECTION C

COMPREHENSIVE SOMMUNI'IY PLANNING

Study Area No. 10

EXISTING PLANNING MECHANISM AND
PI.ANNING REQUIRED FOR SOUND
AND ORDERLY G~~OWTH

Study Area No. 11

ZONING REGULATIONS

Study Area No. 12

HOUSING CODES

STUDY AREA NO. 10
EXISTING PLP.H t'-, Ii JG MECHANISM AND PIAl ·f iH',,G
REQUIRED TO INSURE SOUND AND ORDE RLY GR0\1\TTH
RESOU?CE PERSONS

David J. Mears
Ross E. Amos
William J. Kelley
Nat Ehrlich
Matthew Spenadel

Mears Plumbing
American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers (retired)
Bill "elley C: hevrolet
SeaEdge C:ooperative Apartments
Florida-Berkeley Corporation

BASI~ FACTS AND COMMENTS:
The planning a ctivity by the Planning and Zoning Board of the City of Hallandale
has been negligible. No study has been made of the comprehensive development
or trend of deve l opment of areas within the city . •• only such sporadic changes
in the zoning ordinance as from time to time might be required have been
recommended by the Board. An instanc e is the changing of V_i est Hallandale Beach
Boulevard from Residential to Commercial. Some thought has been given to the
change of zoning of Dixie Highway (west side) southward from the Boulevard to
the County Line, but to date no formal recommendation has been made to the C:ity
Commission.

Hallandale is, of course, a small city: small in population (which, however, is
rapidly increas ing), and small in area. By reason of its growing population as
related to its limited area, proper, adequate, and enforceable planning is an
urgent necessity .
Such planning s hould involve street widenings, erection of new public buildings
(a hospital is needed , and its locatio n should be considered) , location of
shopping facilit ies and public off-street parking areas, and improvement (perhaps
enlargement) of t he public beach . Also, the coordination of City and County and
State requirements in regard to major highways (such as v,idening of Moffet Street
and DiXie Highway) is needed. Study should be given to the planning of residential areas. In view of the gro-vving popular acceptance of apartment living, and
the popularity of co-operative housing, a review should be made of the present
zoning law t o permit greater use of land for such types of construction.

In the final analysis, overall planning for Hallandale would constitute a form of
regulation, i ns ofar as the uses of private parcels of land a re definitely affected
by the arrangement of the city structure. It has been said that the development
of a well thought out Ci ty Plan increases the value of real property. This is not
necessarily true in all respects for all real es tate. Proper planning, however,
does serve to dis tribute the use areas within the city so that properties maintain
values more consistently . Depreciation of property values , which are dependent
on highest and best use, does not develop so rapidly, and thus some protection
against blight is assured .

3 4.

Hence, there is a practical relation of values to planning. Cities which are permitted to develop in a haphazard manner without conscious social control suffer
over a period of time from unwise distribution of uses and obsolescence.
COURSE OF ACTION

1. A Cit:i Planner should be employed. The trend of development

(i,e., whether motels and apartment development is certain and desirable or
whether residential development will and should predominate in the growth of our
city) requires careful study by an e,cperienced City Planner. Some consideration
should be given to planning for the location of light and clean industry, which is
desirable from a balanced-economy standpoint, but should never be allowed to
cloud the obvious fact that because of the limited area of our city and its unique
location, Tourism is our most important and immediate concern.
2. DeveloE an infonned Citizenry. Hallandale should develop into
an outstandingly attractive small city if the proper though and action is given by
an infonned citizenry. First, because their concerted action will have definite impact upon decisions of the Commission; and second, they will be prepared to bock
decisions of the Commission which are motivated for the welfare of the city.

MPLEMENTATION
It will be up to the City to carry out the first course of action, and the Citizens
Participation Process, which will be a part of this Community Development Plan,
should implement the second. ,,ne have on file a series of 11 Candid Camera Shots"
taken by a member of this committee, without reference to any property owner,
occupant, or other person. The pictures were taken within one hour on November
15, 1962, and they show some of the pleasing aspects of 1-Iallandale as well as
many which are reprehensible. They indicate the urgent need for City Planning
and enforcement of sign and nuissance regulations now in effect. More effective
such ordinances are a required MUST. Above all, the pictures indicate the need
of an immediately aroused CIVIC PRIDE in the appearance, proper maintenance
included, of properties by owners, occupants, and city officials in Hallandale.
ADDENDUM
In the above report, a serious ommission was made in failing to specify the need
for a new Post Office Building. The present Post Office is functionally obsolete,
and its appearance is neither pleasing nor modern, nor will it conform to the plan
nov, being implemented for the beautification of our City.
A site selection should be made immediately, This selection should be made from
a new appraisal, completely divorced from all sites previously considered. Then
concerted and heavy pressure should be applied by a petition signed by as many
freeholders as possible, addressed to all government officials from our State and
local area who can exert influence upon the Post Office Department for the prompt
construction of a new building which will contribute to the efficiency of the postal
service and to the beauty of our city.

STUDY AREA NO .11
ZOI TING REGULATIONS

OURCE PERSONS
David J. Mears
William J. Xelley
Nat Ehrlich
Matthew Spenadel
Ross E. Amos

Mears Plumbing
Bill Kelley ,-J hevrolet
Sea Edge C ooperative Apartments
Florida Berkeley Corporation
American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers (retired)

Both the City of Hallandale and Broward County have zoning regulations. However,
the latter have little if any effect upon the City regulations since, when the City
8Mexes additional areas, the County regulations are frequently changed to confonn to the City requirements.
The Gity was incorporated in 192 7. According to the information given us, zoning
was put into effect within a few years after the incorporation. The regulations
were studied and reviewed in 1955, and a new zoning plan was presented by a
Mr, Pimental, hired for that purpose. Mr. Pimental' s recommendations, in the
face of ma ny objectors, were not accepted in their entirety. Thm in September of
1959, Mr. George F. Emery, a Planning-Zoning Consultant, was hired to consolidate the old zoning ordincnces and amendments thereto. After editing
Mr. Emery's work, the Planning and Zoning Board of the C ity recommended its
adoption by the City Commission, which enacted it into a City ordinance.
Zoning is t he most effective planning tool which a community can devise to prevent the c onstruction of improvements not in conformity with the development of
a district. It is not a cum-all, however, and does not prevent the depreciation
of real e state values due to obsolescence or infiltration of undesirables. Also,
without proper and firm objections from the citizens affected, zoning can be, and
frequently is, abused. Therefore, zoning ordinances should be carefully studied
before adoption and should be upheld with firmness. Change s should be considered
only in re gard to the welfare of the district and the city as a whole.

In Hallandale, zoning is ostensibly controlled by the zoning ordinance, and a
zoning map . These documents prescribe present uses of all land within the city,

and designate and define the peff,1itted uses thereof. The ·~oning Board is alleged
to be responsible for the administration of the zoning ordinance, and is required
to make recommendations of proposed changes to the City Commission. Such
Zoning proposals when submitted and recommended after careful reviewing should
be ratified by the Commissioners for the benefit of the City, unless legal decisions
negate the validity of the recommendations •

The subject matter of any adequate Zoning ordinance must include:

1.

2.
3.
4.

Permitted land uses
Size of buildings and coverage of the land
Set-back provisions
Off-street parking and loading

Because of the failure to enact, modernize, and enforce zoning throughout the
Hallandale area during past years, many inappropriate land uses exist in all parts
of the community. These land uses are costly in terms of the inefficiency of the
community and the real estate va.lues, which are lower than their potential. Land
uses must be corrected as part of a program of balanced community development.
COU:>.SES OF ACTION

The present Zoning Ordinance, with few exceptions which can be corrected as
occasion requires, is believed to be both adequate and complete.
It should be made clear to the Commission and Courts before which zoning matters,
especially changes, may come for review that substantial community support exists
for the strict enforcement of the Zoning Ordinance. So far as the Commissioners
are concerned, this should be done by the citizens of the city attending the
Commission meetings and voicing their approval or objection to the matter under
consideration. The importance of zoning should be presented in talks to civic
clubs and other citizens' groups so that they may have a good understanding of
the val ue of proper zoning as a protection for property values. This will be
conducive to the prevention of signing unconsidered petitions and raising objections t o proper changes in the zoning law merely for the sake of objecting.
IMPLEMENTATION
Facts. These must come principally from the Zoning Board. The
facts should be related not only to provisions of the law, but also to the practical
benefit s and protection which the law can provide for land and land use in the area.
1.

2. Study and Discussion. This matter is of sufficient importance

to des erve a place in the curriculum of every course on civic affairs in the schools.
Perhaps this is the best channel through which to reach large numbers of persons,
and to inform then about what zoning can contribute to them and to the community.
Discus sion at civic organization meetings is also an excellent means of reaching
people and creating support. For this purpose, a panel of qualified speakers on
the subject of Zoning should be established. Program chainnen of organizations
should be contacted and urged to take advantage of the available speakers •
3. Continuity. Persistent promotion of this program must be
continued throughout the years. By the very nature of the legal limitations of
zoning ordinance, few, if any, changes can be brought about quickly. The seed
has t o be planted and given time to mature. At every stage of growth, it must be
nurtured and protected. Only in that way can the zoning device make the great
contribution of which it is capable to the growth and development of the Hallandale
area.

37.
STUDY AREA NO. 12
HOUSING CODES

RESOJlRCE PERSONS
David J. Mears
Michael Susik
Charles W. Collins
Matthew Spenadel

Mears Plumbing, Inc.
Collins-Michael Builders
Collins-Michael Builders
Berkley-Diplomat Cooperative Apts.

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
Tho members of this group, who are all employed in the building industry of this

area, agreed that basically the City of Hallandale at present has a better than
average code, due to the fact that a few years ago they adopted the major parts
of the master code known as the South Florida Building Code.
There was evidenced some disagreement with certain additions and deletions from
the South Florida Code; and although the members of this group had certain
reservations as to some items covered in the Code, they still felt that for the
safety and protection of the buyer, as well as the contractors, the Code should
have been adopted in its entirety. They pointed out that it was the res ult of
long and expert study; and also that a uniformity throughout the county would
result in better and more convenient working conditions for the contractors, as
well as assuring the public of the highest known standards for this area.
For instance, they pointed out that Hallandale is the only town on the lower East
Coast which permits electricians to use Romex, rather than conduit as required in
other communities, and that there are certain dangers involved in the use of the
Romex in this area.
The committee pointed out that a buyer of pools in Hallandale can not be sure that
he is getting what he pays for, and they would like to sec tighter regulations
adopted for swimming pools, perhaps the requirement that an engineer or an
architect put his seal on a pool before allowed to be constructed.
COURSES OF ACTION:
1. Adopt and enforce the South Florida Code in its entirety.
2. Add skilled inspectors. A Master Electrician should serve as the
electrical inspector; and a qualified man who knows heating- and air-conditioning
to inspect these installations. At the present time the Building Inspector is
expected to do these two jobs in addition to his own. Although it is agreed that
the Building Inspector is well qualified in his job, in these days of complex
construction methods, each building trade requires its own specially trained men.

IMPLE MENTATION
The Sity could employ the two technicians suggested above on a part time basis,
to serve only when called for an inspection. The City hiratl a Plumbing Inspector
this past year on this basis, and it has worked out very vrnll.

38.
SECTION D
TRANSPORTATION

Study Area No . 13

HIGIDl•lAYS I ST:11:ETS I AND
RIGHT-OF-V/l .Y ACQUISITION

Study Area No . 14

TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PARKING

Study Area No . 15

SIDEWALKS

Study kea Ne . 16

INTER-CITY BUS TRANSPORTATION

Study Area No . 17

RAIL, AIR, Tr,.UCK TRANSPORTATION
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STUDY PJIBA NO. 13

HIGI-fiiJAYS STREETS AND
I

I

RIG:-IT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION

RCE PERSONS
S. Lee Crouch
Robert H. Greaver
Clarence E. Davidson
Frank R. Davis

Crouch, Ward & Ferris, Attorneys
Greaver · s Funeral Home
District Engineer, Florida State Road
Department
Broward County Engineer

IC FACTS AND COMMENTS:
construction of highways and streets involve the following factors:
1. Right of vVay acquisition
2. Improving the Right of Way with drainage, paving, curbs,wnlks,
gutters, lighting, and beautification
3. The financing of the cost of the above two factors
s report covers the following highways and streets in or adjacent to the City

Hallandale:

A. S~ AlA - from Dade County Line to Hollyv.rood
B. U8 l - from Dade County Line to Hollywood
C. Dixie Highway - from Dade County Line to Hollywood
D. State Road 9 - from Dade County Line t o Hollywood
E. County Line noad - from US l to SR 9
F.

G.

H.
I.
e above roads

Hallandale Beach Boulevard
a. AlA to USl
b. US l to Dixie Highway
c. Dixie Highway to SR 9
Moffet Street
a. US l t o Dixie Highway
b. Dixie Highway to SR 9
14th AvGnuc - from Beach Boulevard t o Hollywood
Pembroke ~oad - from Dixie Highway t o SR 9
are shown on the Hallandale map (Figure 2) in the front of book.

potentialities for Hallandale's growth are closely related to highways. Not
y do they service the residential, commercial, and industrial areas year round

they must be geared to accomodate the tremendous increase of traffic flowing
and through our community during the tourist season. Ideally, they should
able to absorb the thousands of additional vehicles pouring in and out of
stream Park on a racing day, while accommodating local citizens and
inessmen with a minim urn of inconvenience.
owing is a brief discussion of each of the individual highways and streets.

40.

A. 1,1!. - from Dade County line to Hollywood: This road has 100' of right of way,
and has been fully developed including four traffic lanes, tv.ro parking lanes, drainage, curbs , sidewalks, and gutters. This is a State Road, vvith the additional right
of way needed to make the 100' obtained from tho property owners without payment,
and the eXisting improvements being paid for by the State and Federal governments.
The only thing remaining to be done is the lighting and beautification of the completed boulevard. This is the rnsponsibility of the City of Eallandale, and the City
has recently approved the immediate starting of the beautification and lighting.

B. US 1 - from Dade County Line to Hollywood: This strip of highway is in the
process of being completely rnsurfaced from County Line to Moffet Street.

From

Beach Boulevard south, the road is four lanes wide with a center island, presently
being landscaped by the Beautification Committee. The big difficulty in relation to

Federal Highway (USl) from the Boulevard north is the lack of right of way, and in
view of the fact that this aroa is substantially built up, right of way acquisition
would be a very costly matter. The minimum of right of way requirement should be
100', but at present it is only approximately 66'. Immediate consideration and
planning should be given to: 1) what would be the exact cost for acquiring additional
right of way, and 2) whether or not County, State, or Federal funds can be obtained
for this purpose. Additional improvement after acquisition of right of way involve
drainage , additional paving, curbs and gutters, sidewalks, lighting and beautifying.

C. DiXie Highway - from Dade County Line to Hollywood: As part of the County's
new bond issue, and in conjunction with the State Road Department, Broward 8ounty
1s in the process of engineering the widening of Dixie Highv1ay from Hollywood to
the Dade County Linc at a cost of $245,000. This improvement will consist of 44'
of pavement, centered in a 50' right of way. Dixie Highway presents substantially
the same problems as those of US 1 from Beach Boulevard to the Hollywood line in
that additional right of way is needed; and oven after tho above mentioned improvement, !twill still lack drainage,curbs and gutters, sidewalks, etc.

D. State Road 9 - from Dade County Lino to Hollywood: t,_dequate, except for
Cloverleaf at Hallandale Beach Boulevard, which will be provided for with State and
Federal funds. Upon this being completed, this highway will act as a feeder from
Hallandale to the Miami Expressways, and ultimately north to State Road 84. At
present, there does not seem to be any additional work needed in regard to SR 9.

E. 8ounty Line Road - from USl to SR9: Because of the heavy traffic already using
County Line Road to go west from Fodera! Highway and then south through rapidly
QrOWing residential sections to meet Ives Dairy Road, County Line Road should be
four-lancd and extended west to the right of way of State noad 9, and then south to
Ives Dairy Road. In order to accomplish this, additional right of way is needed
from both Dade aq.d Broward counties, and the completion of tho project is compliceted, due to the fact that the responsibility lies with thG ::ity of Hallandale, Dade,
and Broward County governments. There has been somo preliminary discussion on
this road, and additional effort could be made at this time by the 8ity in an attempt
to coordinate the further acquisition of rights of way and improvements by both
Dade and Broward Counties.
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a. Hallandale Beach Boulevard from A lA to US 1: New in the process of
tr'Uction; estimated completion date: January 15th. This Boulevard has 125'
right away, and is being developed with four traffic lan;;s, two ingrcss-egrnssng lanes, drainage, curbs1 sidewalks, and gutters. :Right of ways were
ned without payment for this State Road. The City has also agreed to add
evard lighting and landscaping to this strip of highway.

b. Hallandale Beach Boulevard from US l to Dixie Highway: This section of
Boulevard is now four-laned for traffic, has a parking lane, curbs and sideks on the north side. In 1954 the City started work to obtain easements so
t a parking lane and sidewalks could be installed on the south side. The
sponsibility for acquisition of the right of way lies with the City of Hallandale
nee this is not a State Road, and even if it were, the State Road Board policy is
leave the right of way acquisitions to the municipality. Hallandale, like most
es, attempts to obtain rights of way by donation rather than payment, which
the case here. However, this is an important segment of road, and immediate
ntion should be given to condemning, if necessary, in order to obtain 100' of
ht of way so that this road can be adopted as a State Road so that State and
ederal funds could be used in its complete development. 0Yith curbs, sidewalks 1
ers, drainage, lighting, etc.)

c. I-!allandale Beach Boulevard from Dixie Highway to s:-: 9: This section of
boulevard has only 50 1 of right of way. The City has passed an ordinance
uiring a 25' setback on all new construction, in order to provide ultimately for
100 1 right of way and to cut down on the expense of acquiring the additional
ht of way which will be needed. In connection with this strip of road, effort
plaMing should be put forth to acquire the additional right of way up to 100 1 ,
then attempt to get this accepted as a State Road so that the City, County,
e and Federal governments can put in the additional irnprovements.
Moffet Street: Presently provided for in the County's Bond Issue: four-laning
Dixie Highway to State ~oad 9, at a cost of $245,000. Moffet Street from
e to USl has recently been resurfaced.

14th Avenue - from Beach Boulevard to Hollywood:
This would require 1)
tional right of way which, with a fairly minor effort, would be readily obtaine at no cost to the City. This road is contemplated t o ultimately be 70' in
, and the City of Hollywood has evidenced a desire t o improve it north from
Hallandale line to Hollywood Boulevard. This route vrnuld be a secondary
to US 1 for use primarily by local people, and would be a helpful addition
the present ,road system. In the past, there has been discussion with the
omat Country Club internsts who own the majority of tho property on the east
of the thoroughfare, and the owners of the property on the west side. Vt/ith
concentrated effort this committee feels that this projected road could become
reality in the not too dis1'3 nt future.
Pembroke Road - from Dixie Highway to US 1: This road, essentially a City
blem, should be four-lancd, with drainage, curbs and sidewalks as well as
utification, as it is deve loping into a main business area with congested traffi:.

42.
COUPSES OF ACTION
1. The City of Hallandale should make a map showing all of the
above thoroughfares, indicating thereon the present right of way owned by the
City and showing right of way to be acquired.
2. The City of Hallandale, further, should make some individual
responsible for a concentrated and continued effort to obtain needed right of ways
and to coordinate the improvement of all right of ways with the various other
governmental agencies involved, primarily the County and the State.
As is often the case, although the above mentioned projects have often been

discussed and efforts made from time to time , this has largely been an uncoordinated effort which fails upon the meeting of any resistance and is forgotten
until another day. Another reason for failure to proceed on a Road Program has
been the overwhelming problem of the acquisition of right of ways and the
financing of this acquisition. If a complete picture was made of the need for
all additional right of ways and the exact cost thereof, consideration could then
be given to the financing of Hallandale' s portion of right of ways and improvements through the use of a bond issue.
The City is to be complimented on having no present bond indebtedness, but it
would now appear that they have two choices: either t o continue as we are,
hopin from time to time to pick up an additional SO'of right of way here and there,
or pre-plan the entire need for the present and forseeablc future oi acquisition
and improvement through the use of a bond issue.
The Gity should also be complimented on going ahead with the lighting and
landscaping of AlA and Beach Boulevard. This will make those two sections of
road tho only completely developed thoroughfares in the '::ity, and should serve
as a guide and an inspiration for future development of all roads discussed in
this report.

__PLEMENTATION
This committee feels that the above recommendations would have to be initiated
However, we feel that the City would have full community support
at this time for such an undertaking, and tho promotion of this plan could easily
be made the responsibility of the C hamber of Commerce or a Citizens Committee
appointed by the City Commission.

by tho C:ity.

\

43.
STUDY AREA NO. 14
TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PARKING

OUilCE PERSONS
Charles '\A/. Knorr
Messler R. Gilchrist
John Edwin May
Albert Tapp
Clifford Schwartz

House of Lorraine Dry Cleaners
Traffic & Safety Officer, Hallandale
Architect
Tapp's Motel
Schwartz Insurance

IASI:} FJi.CTS l\ND COMMEIJTS

i

While octual control of traffic is a police matter, the planning of traffic patterns
end controls is a highly specialized operation which requires great technical
kill. Furthermore, State, :::: :)Unty and the local municipality all enter into the
picture.

Increase in the numbers and intensity of use of mot or vehicles has made inadequate most existing street focilitios, both for transportatio n and parking. The

resulting loss, in terms of time and efficiency, is a heavy financial drain on
commerce and industry, as well as on citizens and their governments.
While traffic bottlenecks exist at various points in Hallandale, by far the most
teverc traffic problems arc generated by the thousands of cars which jam our
ltreets during the racing seaso n. Numerous plans for its s olutio n have been
4eveloped, particularly by the Police Department. None of them has been given
a complete opportunity to demonstrate its worth, because of too-narrow streets
Which carry much of the traffic.
)Jo matter what extensive facilitie s Hallandale is able t o provide for visitors and

~sldents now and in the future, the whole affect will be l o st if there is difficulty
1n getting in and out of a desired area.

Perking will be tremendously important in the planned c ommercial development of
allandale, particularly alo ng Beach Boulevard, which is now our main throughway
st and west, and will be use d e ven more heavily when its improvement is c omete, connecting as it docs with tho Expressway syste m. If any street parking
allowed at all, it should not be during tho peak traffic hours. Anglo parking
admitcdly dangerous and undesirable on our main thoroughfares, and yet it is
ognizcd that eliminating it would cause a severe hardship t o certain estabshed businesses which depend o n the limite d space in front of their stores for
king.
e city ordinances can require builde rs t o provide s o many space s for parking
so many square footage d building space, it was pointe d out that with the
sent high real estate values , this might make s ome i1i1proveme nts prohibitive.
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COURSES OF ACTION
1. Arteries cerrying the heaviest traffic should be included in c".n
Such thoroughfares should include:

over-all cit)'.'. plan of widening.

Federal Highway - north from Beach Boulevard to Hollywood line
DiXie Highway - all the way from County Lino t o Hollywood
Beach Boulevard - from US 1 t o Route 9
SE and SY.! Third Street - From US 1 t o S' AJ 7th Avenue, routed around
the lake at this point to 8th Avenue
NW and NE Third Street - from NW 6th P.venue east t o NE 10th Avenue
SW and NW 8th Avenue - from County Line to Moffet Street
Pembroke Road - from Dixie Highway to State :-~oad 9
County Line noad - from US 1 to State Road 9
2. P.. Traffic Engineer should be retained. Since traffic control
1s strictly an engineering problem, and since local authorities will have to work
with county and state engineers in any over-all traffic plan, it would seem a
necessity that the City hire a full-time traffic engineer.
3. Acquire land for municipal parking. Right now while there is
still property available which is adjacent t o our main business district, the city
should purchase property for parking. Not only would this get parked cars off
our main thoroughfares while serving existing businesses who depend for their
livelihood on parking facilities, but it would be a wonde rful selling point in
attracting new commercial establishments t o our community.
IMPLEMENTATION
Planning for traffic c ontrol and parking should be a part of an over all Master
Plan for the City. A City Traffic Engineer, familiar with local problems, could
work closely with any city planner hired for this purpose.

-
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STUDY AREA NO. 45

SIDEWALKS
ONS

Joe S. Smith
Mary DeLuca
Leo J. Reynolds
Louis Williams

Joe S. Smith & Sons, Plumbing
Homeowner
Curcie Bros., Inc.
Meekins, Inc.

sidewalks in all residential and commercial areas of town would provide
phere of trim beauty , convenience, and safety • • • particularly if it were
to install curbing as woll. Unfortunately the over-all grading of the city
permit natural drainage, and thus the financial cost becomes almost
w for a city-wide sidewalk program.
ess, sidewalks are so highly desirable, and becoming so much of a
in certain sections as a pure safety measure for children walking to
and for our growing retirement-age population who like to take an evening
this committee feels the City should begin at once with a skeleton pattern
lks along the streets now carrying the heaviest foot traffic.

sidents will not object to paying their proportionate share (usually 1/2)
presents them with a price quotation for a four foot sidewalk, allowing
amortize the special assessment over a period of years. It would be
, of course, for an engineer to set grades, and in some cases this would
property owners having to fill their lots.
bing would add to the drainage problem of the city streets, study should
to the possibility of side-w,.lks without curbing, but with sufficient parkeen the walk and the street to provide both safety and beauty.
nt AlA has sidewalks on both sides; when the new Beach Boulevard is
, there will be sidewalks on both sides, from /\IA and Federal Highway,
north side from Federal to Dixie Highway, on the south side from Dixie
'Y for a distance of a few blocks. It is recommended that the City include
sidewalks along this entire boulevard whenever plans aro made to widen.

some sidewalks on Federal Highway in front of business establishments,
possibility of more unless rights of way could bo obtained to widen
y, which will undoubtedly be a long way off.
side of Dixie Highv,my presently has sidewalks along its entire
ial development.

46.
OF P.CTION
1. Start an irmnediate program of sidewalks on school routes. This
SE 1st /'.venue
ffi i.f 3rd Street
SV.f 4th Avenue
s-q 6th Avenue
S"'N 8th Avenue
NE 3rd Street
Pembroke Road
It is believed that when the rest of
city sees these sidewalks becoming a reality, they will demand them for all

2. Enact an ordinance so that no new building or home may be
ed a certificate of occupancy unless it is equipped with a sidewalk, built
ng to specifications of the city engineer.
3. Provide better lighting in residential sections. J'.dequate lighting
d not only make it safer and more convenient to walk at night, but would aid
iderably in law enforcement. Vandalism docs not flowish in well lighted

thorough study could be made by the Police Department of the streets which
used most by pedestrians. The City Engineer can determine the grades, and
cost of sidewalks can be determined quite simply. It is realized that this
m, as well as the street lighting, would involve a sizeable investment;
a new assessment is in the making which will bring in more city revenue,
believed that a sidewalk program would be highly popular with Hallandale

I

47.
STUDY AREA NO. 16

INTER-CITY BUS TRANSPORTATION
ROE PERSON

Charles D. Springer

Hollywood Bus Lines

r the years, various groups such as Chamber of Commerce committees, and
c organizations from some of the outlying cities and developments around
ywood, have approached the bus company with the assurance that hundreds
tesidents in their respective areas were anxious for additional bus service.
en pinned down to enumerating the persons who would actually pledge that
would use the new bus service regularly, these groups have never succeeded
coming up with a list which would make the new service practical.
many years, Hallandale has felt there is a need for bus service to the Beach,
ps all the way from Miramar to the west; not only to carry residents,
dren, and tourists to the public beach, but to carry people from the rapidly
g developments to the west to connection with buses for Hollywood,
Lauderdale, and Miami ••• which now run through Hallandale on a regular
ule. It has often been pointed out, too, that domestic and service help
live in Hallandale and west of it, would ride such a bus to connect with
Beach bus which services the motels along the strips and the homes on
den Beach and Golden Shores.
Bus Company would be willing to make a ninety-day trial run of any proposed
service (any longer would require recognition and licensing by the Railroad
ssion), but must be assured of $40 per day for four runs. Such a proposicould be underwritten by a businessman's group, the City, or by pre-purchase
onthly tickets by persons who might use the bus (these would be transferrable)
ES OF ACTION
1. Cooperate with communities west of Hallandale. A committee
the Chamber of Commerce might work with civic groups from Lake Forest and
ar to work out some plan of underwriting the proposed bus run to the Beach.
2. Study a "loop" plan for the present Hollvwood Beach Bus.

bus, which does not pay for itself at this time of year, might be changed
a half-hour schedule to an hour and run south on Ocean Drive to Hallandale
thence to Miramar and back to Hollywood Boulevard.

ittee from the Chamber should try to work out a way to assure payloads,
Bus Company is to consider either course of action.

48.
STUDY AREA NO. 17
RAIL, AIR, Ii.ND TRUCK TRANSPORTATIOI!

OURCE PERSON
Terry Terranova

District General Manager
ABC Mr Freight Company, Inc.

IC FACTS AND COMMENTS:

d & Bus Lines: Hallandale is served by two railroads, the Florida East
st and the Seaboard Airlines ?ailroads. Both maintain separate freight and

1senger terminals in neighboring Hollywood.
lines serving Hallandale, with terminals in Hollywood and local stops in
ndalc, include Greyhound, Trailways, and Coast Cities ·: :::oaches, Inc.
re is also half-hour passenger service to Hollywood from Hallandale provided
Hollywood Bus Lines.
n Com nies: Ten major transport common carriers serve Hallandale with
us routes from all points of the United States.
Hallandale has service available from Miami International Airport, located
17 miles (30 minutes via. expressways) from the City, and from Broward
tional Airport, some 8 miles north of Hallandale.
p and delivery service is available to Broward County and Hallandale by four
king companies who specialize in air freight shipments only. There are two
t Forwarders who also serve the area with their own equipment. In-bound
all points in the U.S.A. some 18 freight forwarders serve Hallandale and
County. Only the two with their own equipment perform outbound pick-up

ge figures published in various publications, based on various airbills which
cities in Broward County, an unrealistic picture is given unfortunately. The
for this is that air freight forwarders consign their freight to offices or
s who are usually based in Miami, so that much of Brov1ard County's freight
ashed with the Miami figures. For instance, published figures of one
cular freight forwarder show 15, 000 lbs. daily on their airbills consigned
their various stations t o their station in Miami ••• and yet an average of
lbs. of this freight will c ome to Broward County. Tho basic reason for this
t l'J.rfreighters (plan0s which carry freight only) arc being scheduled in and
of Miami International Airport, and none at Broward International, and the
ight forwarders utilize these airfrcighters t o gain tho u1aximum amount of

sent, there is no problem moving freight in and out of Hallandale.
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SESTION E
BEAUTIFICATION

Study Area No. 18

MASTER PLA.l"\J FOR HIGHVvl'.YS

Study /\rea No. 19

CITY ENTRAi'J°CES

Study Area No. 2 0

BUSINESS PROPERTIES

Study Area No. 21
Study Area No. 22

PRIVATE PROPERTIES, PUBLIC
PROPERTIES, AND MAINTENANCE
RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-VlfAY

Study Area No . 2 3

NORTHVI/EST SECTION

Study Area No. 24

LOT CLEARANCE, FILLING, LEVELLING

Study Area No . 25

BUS BENC HES AND SIGNS

so.
STUDY AREA NO. 18

MASTER PLAN FOR HIGHWAYS
RESOURCE PERSONS
Russell E. ~.rvilson
Leon G. Yeuell
Peter Bluesten
Nat Ehrlich
V.filliam J. Daveni,ort

Mayor of the City of Hallandale
Chairman,Community Development
Chairman, Beautification Committee
Pres. ,AlA Highway Improvement Assoc.
Landscape Architect

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
When the first city wide meeting on Beautification was called, the Mayor made
the announcement that the city v,ould hire a landscape architect to prepare a

preliminary landscape study of the city as soon as funds were available. The
AlA Highway Improvement Association immediately offered to pay half the cost,
and the landscape architect was immediately retained with this prepayment.
As a result, in August of 1962, the architect, after many meetings with the
Beautification Committee, and many volunteer hours of consultation, presented
his preliminary study to the City, summarizing the proposed landscaping improvements, for the main thoroughfares in the City of Hallandale. This study was
concerned primarily with all portions of State Road AlA, State Road #5, and Old
Dixie Highway, lying within the city limits of Hallandale, also Hallandale Beach
Boulevard between State Road All. and State Road #5.
This tudy consists of two general sections. The first section is introductory and
concentrates on the scope and objectives of a beautification program and the
influences they exert on planning for future development. The second section
presents the architect's concept of the practical landscape development for the
areas. The study is suppleinented with plans and sketches when and where they
arc necessary for cla:ification of the proposed development. This Master Plan
js on file at City Hall and at the Chamber office for perusal by the Beautification
Committee or other civic groups who select this program or parts of it as their
personal projects.
In November, the City Commission recognized the expedicmcy of starting the
program by beautifying two of the most important highways, AlA, which has been
a completely improved boulevard for two years now, lacking only landscaping and
proper lighting, and the section of Beach Boulevard now under construction with
full boulevard treatment planned, again with the exception of beautification and
proper lighting. They have already put in motion the required mechanics to start
the landscaping and lighting program on these two highways immediately.
Meam1hile, as the Beautification Committee continues t o work with voluntary
contributions, they are careful t o follows the landscape architect's Master Plan
wherever possible. In cases where substitute plantings arc offered, the
chaim1an c onsults with the architect, and will c ontinue t c do s o , step by step .

51.
STUDY AREA NO. 19
CITY ENTRANC ES

RESOURC E PERSONS
Peter Bl ue sten
E. J. Benda
Jay Stern
Mary Brust
John Kantor
Messler R. Gilchrist
Gertrude Jansma
Michael Sus ik

Beautification C hairman
Golde n Bay Lodge
Pasade na C o - operative Apartments
Preside nt, Hallc ndale Garde n Club
Architect, C ity Commissio ne r
Safety Officer, Police Department
Director, Chamber of C ommerce
C ollins-Michael C orporation

BASIS FACTS AND COMMENT
The ov erall beautification program in Hallandale would l o s e much of its desired
effect unles s the "front entrance s " of the City are clearly a nd attractive ly marked .
General c leaning up, landscaping, and maintenance should re c e ive immediate
attention, but most important of all, appropriate signs should be erected which
leave no doubt in the mot orists mind that he has just entered the beautiful City
of Hallandal e .
The Land s cape archite ct's r e ndering of proposed city entrance signs were judged
to be beautiful, but it wa s reporte d that the structure wa s t co high t o meet safety
requireme nts of the State Roa d De pa rtme nt. New signs should be des i gned, and
three members of the c ommittee agre ed t o attempt sketches expre ssing the ideas
of the group. A propo sal of fountains t o be include d in City Entrance landscaping
becaus e of the eye-attra cti on of motion, was c onsidere d i mpractical by mo st of
the group because of prevailing wind s and mainte nance pro ble ms. However, it
wa s agre ed that perhaps one fo untain c ould be l ocated s omewhere in t own in a
prominent but she ltered pla c e .
At the pm sent time, there are ma ny individual signs of civic organizations ne ar
the City Entrances , a nd it wa s sugge sted that s ome pla n be devised t o incorporate
them on a single sign, s omewhere in the vicinit y of the Dog Track, several hundre d
feet s outh of t he north Fe de ra l Highway e ntrance .

,

At the time a ny beautificatio n of the City Entrance s is atten1pt e d, c onsideration
should be given t o the re mova l of othe r signs which are in viol ation of the City

sign ordi nance, and perhaps a new ordinance c ould be devis ed t o prohibit any
signs ot her than city markers or SRD directional signs within fifty or a hundred
feet of a ny c orner.

COURQES OF AC TIQN
1.

Place simply de signed , dignified , properly ex e cute d signs at

52.
all nine city entrances. Signs should have permanent brick or cement standards,
with an easily replaceable wooden sign, which could be ordered in quantity.
These signs would simply read "Welcome t o Hallandale " on one side , and
"Leaving Hallandale • • • hurry back! or s ome similar l e ge nd on the other.
These signs should be fairly inexpensive, but c ould be quite effective .
11

2. A second suggestion was t o mount a model of a hors e and a
greyhound on either side of the sign. Thes e signs might be more expensive, but
would be indicative of our main t ourist attractions in the city.
IMPLE ME NTA-=TION
The City should purchase signs, after approving finished rnndering, as s oon a s
possible.

53.

STUDY AREA NO. 20
BUSINESS PROPERTIES IMPROVEMENT

RESOURCE PERSONS
Peter Bluesten

All American Life & Casualty Co.

Val Rosenthal

Seymour's Food Mart

Lawrence J. Nataline

Sears Roebuck Commercial Sales

Robert H. Greaver

Greaver Funeral Home

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
Although during the past five years there have been many new business
properties in Hallandale, and s_everal buildings improved by new fronts, there
still remain a great many outworn, outdated buildings which are actually eyesores,
unfortunately situated on our main highways. Some have been vacant for many
years, some presently house retail sales and service establishments.
vVith no actual central business district in Hallandale, most commercial
properties are located on Beach B0 ulevard, Dixie Highway, and Federal Highway
(US 1). The impression received by visitors from the appearance of these

properties was considered highly important by this committee.
In particular, the appearance of the important corners of Beach Bou.evard
and Federal Highway, and Beach Boulevard and Dixie Highway (including the
structures on the Railroad right-of-way to the north), was considered a disgrace
to the community, and not in keeping with the boulevard improvements and rapid
development of first class residential and commercial installations in Hallandale.
In almost all cases, the value of the sites themselves has greatly
increased while the structures have depreciated; many of the sites are actually
worth more without the standing buildings. It was pointed out that during CleanUp campaigns in past years, property owners who were contacted almost

'
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unanimously declared their inability or unwillingness to improve the existing
structures. Many of them were rented and producing enough income that the
owner was in a position to await future development of the community to enhance
the value of his real estate. Many indicated a desire to sell, but quoted
unrealistic prices.

The latter was also true of vacant building owners, who

seemed content and able to wait for expected higher prices.

In many cases,

tenants were anxious to improve their store fronts, but only with cooperation of
the owner, and thus a deadlock was reached.

Some of the buildings were

definitely fire and/or health hazards, but to date the city has been unwilling
or unable to institute condemnation proceedings.
It was pointed out, however, that during previous Chamber of Commerce
beautification campaigns, the city had cooperated by providing labor wherever
property owners were induced to demolish unsightly buildings, and the volunteer
fire department had cooperated by burning buildings which were not worth
wrecking.

Through this action, the section of Beach Ba.ilevard between Federal

and Dixie had been tremendously improved; and ~he worst eyesores on North
Dixie Highway had been demolished.
COURSES OF ACTION
The committee recommended the followin~1three possible courses of action:
1.

The "Soft Sell" Approach.

The Chairman and a member of the Beautifica-

tion Committee could approach all property owners in connection with the current
Clea n-Up Paint-Up Fix-Up C ampaign, pointing out the moderate cost of modernizing store fronts where feasable; in other cases,
value of the site without the existing building.

pointing out the enhanced

These interviews can be used as

a survey to determine future action, as an attempt will be made to find out the

'
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the intenti ons of t he owners.

If an owner indicates a willingness to sell and can

be influenced to quote a realistic price, an effort can be made to find an investor
who will buy or l ease the property with the intent to improve. Vvhere buildings
are i n hopeless condition, a hint might be given of condemna tion possibility.

2.

Condemnation by the City .

The objectionable structure s on the NV/ and

SW cornErs of Dixie Highway and Beach Boulevard are at the pre sent time standingon the right-of-way, and the City should be encouraged to condemn for this
reason . The mentioned unsightly buildings along the i1ailroad are a certain fire
ha zard and could be condemned as such . Representatives of the Railroad should
be approached for their cooperatio n on this project .

3.

Stat e Road Widening. The Sta-::e Road Department already has plans to

widen Dix ie Highway by eighteen feet on each side from Hollywood south, which
will automatically encroach on the objectionable store fronts mentioned.

The

same will be true when the SRD completes its proposed widen~.c1.g to six lanes of
Beach Boulevard all the way to 3:ate Road 7.

Pressure might be brought upon the

State Road Department to expedite these projects .
IMPLEMENTATION
The use of the last two courses of action can be decided upon only after reports
are i n from other groups studying such problems as right-of-ways, highways, anC:.
new s ources of revenue which might be used for condemnation.

The first cours e

of action has already been started by the Beautification C ommittee, and may
result in information which will guide the selection of the latter courses of actior: .
The N / .f and SW corner of Beach Boulevard arid Federal Highway nre scheduled
to rec eive beautiful modern service stations; the SE corner is presently being
filled and should be watched to make certain it is levelled and maintained. Wi"i:.t1
the se improvements,

the NE corne r problem can more easily be approached .
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STUDY AREA NO. 21
PRIVATE PROPERTIES-'- PUBLIC PROPERTIES
AND MAINTENANCE

Bea utification Committee Cha irman
Gol den Isle s Association , Inc.
Homeowner
Collins - Michael C orporation
America n Institute of Real Est at e
Appra isers {retired)
BP.SIC Fl,CTS AND COMMENT - Privat e Pro_pertie s
Pe te r Bl ue sten
Irving Kra unz
Fra nk Urba n
Michael Sus ik
Ross E. Amos

The lack of re s pons e by some property owners, both occupant a nd a bse nte e, t o
any reque st t o clea n up , beautify, or ma inta in, wa s c onsidered deplorable . Some
of the committee fe lt there s hould be a way t o force them int o a ction; others
felt a II soft s ell II approach would do the job. The latte r felt tha t the ins piration
of the ove r-a ll bea utification program should hel p persuade t he s e property
owners t o do their sha re . The former, ba sing the ir opinion on previous
experience, felt tha t this would not suffice .
COURSES OF ACTION
1. Enforce existing ordina nce on nuiss a nce s. If there is not e no ugh
"teet h" in this ordina nce t o do the job , then a new ordi na nce should be e nacted .

2. Enforce deed restrictions . Where owners are re quired t o s eed
or s od within a y ear of purcha sing va ca nt propertie s, over-a ll e nforceme nt should
be required .
3. Letter to property owne rs . Thi s l etter c ould invite participation
in the beautification program of their particula r nei ghborhood .
IMPLEME NTATION
The City should t a ke under c onsideration the first two c ourses rec ommend ed; the
Beautificati on Committee c ould ha ndl e t he t hird .
81\SIC FACTS AND C OMM ENTS - Public Pro2._erties
Schools a re i n a fair stat e of beautification , a nd are pre s e ntly improvi ng their
propertie s. The City Parks am a lso i n reasonably good shc1pe a nd need no
improvement at the pre s e nt time . Binstock Park, the recent II do it y ours elf"
project of the Atla ntic Shores Bea utifica t ion Section, is compl et ely l a ndsca ped .
City Ha ll ground s a re fully la ndscaped and well ma intained . Churche s all have
programs of bea utification and arc t o be c ommended.
The public property mo st in need of improveme nt is the BEl".CH, which l os t its
pavilion a nd mo st of its land s c a pi ng during hi gh wat ers of early Spring .
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COURSES OF ACTION
1. Plan a picturesque pavilion structure . Something along the lines
of Polynesian structures might be de signe d, and planned t o re st on the existing
foundc1tion. Seminole chickee -type might be eve n more suita ble, as it is
indigenous t o the area, and are known t o withstand high wind s .

2 . New landscaping . Careful c onsideration should be given t o the
selection of plant ings which will withstand all weather conditions near the ocea n .
IMPLEMENTATION
This is rightfully in the province of tho Park Commission, a nd it is sugge sted that
a profe ssional de sign be ordered for a n attractive but pra ctical "grass hut" type
of pavilion .
8/\SIC FACTS AND COMMENTS - )Ma gite n.9.nc_&.
Anyone who is in any way participating in the Be autification Progra m is fully aware
by now that one of the bigge st and most expe nsive problems in the e ntire project
will be prope r mainte na nce . It i s already a problem, with only two paid workers
in the Parks De pa rtme nt, a nd with this sma ll crew it i s physica lly impossible
to maintain even the public pla ntings which now exist. Be side s all the grass
cutting along city thoroughfare s, the c emet ery , beach , parks, the re are plantings
of shrubbery throughout the c e nter isla nd on Golden Isle s boulevard s, a nd
Binstock Park which the City a gre e d t o ma inta in. Equipme nt t oo, is extremely
limited.
COURSE OF l\CTION
Add additionnl a nd skilled men t o t he Parks Departme nt . With
the extensive pla ntings now be i ng programmed , there will be more need than ever
for profe ssiona lly tra ined gardners , if the tre es a nd shrubs a re t o re ce ive prope r
care . (This is true eve n though a ll pla ntings have be e n chos e n for their minimum
maintence features}.
1.

2. Buy ne ede equipme nt.
IMPLEME NTl',TION
Somehow, funds for the a bove a ction should be roised by s ome mea ns by the
City, if the inte nded la ndsca ping ex pe nditures a s well a s thos e of the past are
not t o be wa sted .
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STUDY l:,RE.l\ NO. 22
n''.IL.ROt.D RIGHT- OF-VJi"W
RESOUPCE ?ERSONS

Ralph Smith
Michael Susik
Mary Brust
Gertrude Jansmc1
Peter Blueste n
Elle n Tierna n

City Ma nngcr, :;ity of Halla ndale
C oolins-M ichcel C orporation
Pre sident, Ha lla ndale Garden Club
Director, Chcmber of C ommerce
Beautification Cha irma n
Ma nero •s Re sta urant

Bl.SIC Fl.C TS !.N D COMMENTS
The Florida Ea st C oa st Railrocc1 runs north a nd so uth throu~ whc1t is c onsidered
the center of Hallandale . Tho ra ilway t o Mia mi played a lcrge part in the development of s outhea st Floridu in former years. Toda.y, beca us e of increased modern
forms of tra ns portation in our daily living we forget, s ometimes, its importa nce
to us com,ne rcially a nd think only of the inconve nie nce of wn iting for a train t o
pass , or the cla ngor t o the children crossing the tra cks. The City a nd the
railroa d have c oopera ted through the years and the ra ilroa d has bee n amenable
to beautification programs.
H prese nt, the right of way is a n unsightly a rea , in s pite of atte mpts at
improvement in rec e nt years, v.ncl c erta inly give s a bad irnpre ssion t o visitors
pessing through Halla ndal e . There are still a re as which have not been cle ared;
rnmnants of the fo undc.tion of the horse ramp still sta nd at the ol d l ocation;
the road crossings need re surfa cing , a nd the cross wal k c:-.t SE 5th Street needs
improvement both for s afety a s well a s be auty; the City parking l ot near the
Post Office needs t o be re surfa c Gd; the l eas ed industria l propertie s c onta in
ugly, obs ol e sce nt wha re hous e -type structures which a re c onsidered t o be a n
"eye s ore 11 ; the c ontroversial l oc ation of the rec e ntly mov e d hors e l oading
romp hc1 s nev er bee n bea utified , a nd the ra mp needs painti ng; the old station
plctforrn remGins ••• a n ugly c eme nt sla b.
COU'.1.SES OF l.C TIOi'! .

The City should prevail on the Railroa d t o ns s ume what ev er
responsibilitie s are rightfully thei r' s . If the c oncret e plct b rm ca nnot be
removed ( .) , the n a n a lternat e i)l tm might be t o attempt t o bea utify it with
plcnters, be nche s, a nd perha ps a Halla nda l e sign. If the ol d buildings
ccnnot be removed or improv ec! on Ra ilroad a uthority, a n e.lt0rnat e pl a n would
be to preva il on the occupa nts t o clea n up the propertie s E'. ncl l)aint the
builc.ings at l ea st (s ome hav e made e n atte mpt at this.) If it i s not fea sible
for the ::-:.n ilroacl t o build a new , mode rn II slim line " ramp , the n perhaps we
might capita lize on its function , making it a minature "tourist attra ction",
with a la rge horshoe s aying "V!el c ome Horseme n", or s ome simila r s i gn, provide
parking s pa c e , bea utify wit h pla ntings. If the re c a n't be n new ramp , this
one most definitely should be painted .

L.. .- ---- - -------,,,=-------- ---.. - -~~~=~-
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The City, since it has the use of s ome railroad right of way for public parking,
should check such lots and repair where necessary. l'Js o , where fill is needed
and grass strips and plantings are de sired, the City should take the initiative.
I\ portion of the right of way is included in Mr. Davenport's Ma ster Plan of
Beautification, and he should be c onsulted about that part no included •••
perhaps for approval of the suggested hedge of barbed plants, designed t o keep
chilclren and other "jaywalkers" from crossing.
The Rc1ilroad and City Safety Officer should be c onsulted about improvement of
the pedestrian cross-walk, c onsidering the possibility of a self-closing gate.
IMPLEME NTl\TION
Implementation will require most of the effort on the pc1rt of the City, with tho
cooperation of the Railroad . Lesser projects c ould be implemented by civic
groups or interested citizens, but the burden of maintenance would rest with
the City.
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STUDY AREA NO . 23
NORTHWEST SECTION
BEA UTIF !CATION
!IBSOUI:CE PERSONS

Mrs. Carl Reynolds
Mr. U. G. Home
Mr. Pete Jennings
Mr. Albert H. Stafford, Sr.
Mr. Ambra Jackson
Mr. 0. B. Johnson

Secretary, Northwest Business &
Professional Association
Principal, Chester A. Moore Elementary
School
President, Young People's Civic
League
Stafford's iJursery
Esquire Barber Shop
Recreation Director, Dixie Park

BASIC FA.S TS AND COMME NTS

While there are many new and improved dwellings in the ITorthwest sections, and
some older dwellings that are kept in good condition and neatly landscaped, it
wa s felt that some stimulus is needed to induce property owners and tenants to
clean up and beautify their homes.
It was pointed out that each year, during the Annual Clean-Up , Paint-Up, Fix-Up
Drive of the Chamber of Commerce, the section does take on a newly tidied up
and attractive appearance, but it is difficult to maintain this condition. At the
present time, for instance, many residents are cleaning up and planting and are
generally giving excellent cooperation to the Northwest Business and Professional
Association which is cooperating with the Chamber of C ommerce in a two week
drive.
There are many vacant lots which are often overgrown and invite trash disposal.
The committee had counted some 2 00 such lots in a rece nt survey.
Several c hurch and school properties are in fine condition, and many of them are
presently taking advantage of a nursery's offer to provide adonida palms for the
planting. All can be improved with further planting.
Business properties, on the wh ole, stand in nee d of improvement. Many need
new fronts, and most would be improved with wider roads with curbs and
sidewalks.
As far as most property owne rs a re concerned, th e re is a ne ed for education in the
importance of neat, attractive prope rty, both from a healt h and safety standpoint
as well as visual satisfaction . It was agreed that it is importa nt , too, to
educate the children in picki ng up trash a nd refraining from litte ring .
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COURSES ,DF ACTION
The following courses of action were recommended:
1. A year-round program. It was suggested that the area be divided
into four geographical sections, with a Captain for each, who would select his
own Lieutenants, etc., right down to the children, who could be enlisted as
Privates. Churches, and other organizations, can be encouraged to give a party
of some sort each quarter-year, to maintain the interest of the children.

2. Model blocks. It was thought that a "model block" in each area,
showing what could be done in the way of cleaning up, beautifying, and
maintenance, would maintain interest, and create a spirit of competition. It
was also suggested that a fifth, rather centrally located block be called the
"Captain Block", and this could be created by the four captains, as a source of
enjoyment and inspiration to all residents of the area.

3. Lot clearance. The City Parks Department should be kept
informed when vacant lots become overgrown, so that they may take the necessary
steps to have them cleared.
4. Designate one street as the main commercial district and begin
on a long range plan to improve.

IMPLEMENTATION
The first two projects have already been started by the Northwest Business &
Profossional Association. Four captains have already dedicated themselves to
carry out this program, and will seek other dedicated people to cooperate for
one whole year.
The Young People's Civic League will be asked to take over the responsibility
of acting as "watchdogs" over the vacant lots, passing the word on to their
president, who will in turn notify the City.
Further study will be made by the Northwest Business & Professional Association
to detennine which street should be promoted as the central business strip, and
it is hoped a long range plan will be formulated, perhaps as part of the overall
City Planning, which is now under study.
It was pointed out that many problems in this area are part of over-all city
problems which are now being studied, and will be included in the city wide
Program of Work.
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STUDY AREA NO. 24
LOT CLE1\RANCE, FILLING, l.N D
LEVELLING

RES OURCE PERSONS
Nat Ehrlich

Sea Edge Cooperative 1\.partments
Pres., l .ll'. Highway Improvement i\.ssoc.

Frank Urban

Homeowner, Co-Chairman
l\tlantic Shores Beautification Section

J°\lbert Tapp

Owner, Tapp's Motel

Rev. Benjamin Franklin

Pa stor
Mount Olive Baptist Church

Mrs. Salvatore Trischitta

Homeowner
Southwest Beautification Section

Mrs. Domenica L. Porcelli

Home owner
Southwest Beautification Section

Irving Kraunz

Preside nt
Gol den Isles 1"\ss ociation, Inc.

Ken Shadley

Superintendant
Department of Streets & Sanitation

Michael Susik

Contractor
Collins - Michael Corporation

Peter Bluesten

Chairma n, Beautification Committee

8!1S!C Fl'.CTS J\_N D COMME NTS:
As a result of the city wide Beautification campaign, ma ny citizens a re aware as

never before of the appearance of their own neighborhoods.
Thousands of trees were planted during the two weeks of the Clean-up campaign
in early November, hundreds of citizens did their individual part in beautifying
their own properties, as did businessmen, school childre n, a nd church members.
Many of the workers rode in a motorcade which t oured the e ntire city during this
campaign, and the most noticeable flaw which a lmost era sed the effect of the
community's beautification effort, were e mpty l ots which ha cl be en neglected .
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Ma ny of these were located clos e t o benutiful homes, c ompl et ely s poiling their
effect. ~
It i s evident from the many observations reported that there are lots in a!l . sections
Hallandale which rteed clearing_; filling, or levelling. There is little doubt that
they could be declared public nuissances, and the c omplaints specified stagnant
water as breeding places for flies and mosquitoes, unsightly trash deposits which
attract vermin, overgrowth of palmettos which obstruct traffic, as well as just
plain eye-s ores.
The City Charter authorizes the City to remove nuissance s on l ots and assess the
costs against the property in the form of liens. (Section 9, par 22 Powers of the
.QJ !_y_) Nuissances, Section 3:30 of Zoning Ord. ~tS78, reads: "Nothing shall be
allowable on the premises in any District, provided for in this Ordinance, that
shall in any way be offensive or noxious by reas on of the omissi on of odors, gases,
dust, smoke, vibration or noise (including the crowing of c ocks, barking of dogs
or any noises or odors emanating from any animal, fish or fowl.) Nor shall
anything be constructed or maintained that would in any way c onstitute an eyesore
or nuisance t o adjacent property owners or residents or t o the c ommunity. "
Under these existing laws, it is necessary t o pass an ordinance declaring s pecific
lots nuisances, t o have a revolving fund to c over cost of removing the nuisance
ancl spend time and money c ollecting from property owners, often absentee.
COURSES OF ACTION
1. The City C ommission c ould pass an ordincnce declaring specific
lot s nuisances and foll ow the procedure now in practice. OR
2. The City c ould pass an ordinance t o include l ot filling t o a
set elevation , and levelling, as well a s clearance, on a blcnket basis, equitable
for everyone, should be passed. The ordinances of Golden Beach and Surfside
were mentioned as models.
3. \A/hether under existing ordinances, or under s ome new less
cumbersome methods, the c10partments responsible for the actual clearance,
filling , and levelling should have sufficient manpower and e quipment.

IIVIPLEMENTl ,TION
If Hallanck1le is to be ma de into a model city, internationa lly known a s a ga rden
spot (which has been the expressed intention of the Beautification Committe e),
then no expense should be s pared t o do this basic cleaning up. Vvhether
financed by increased revenue from a reassessment, millage increase , or bond
referendum, the consensus was "DO IT NO\J\T". Such improvements as are
implemented by the courses of action outlined above should be for all sections
of the city, and it is believed that the project will have city-wide support.
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STUDY l .REl-. NO. 25
BUS DE NCHES AND SIGNS
RESOURCE PERSONS
Nat Ehrlich

Sea Edge Co- operative l.partments

s.

Crouch, ":./\Tard

Lee Crouch

cc Ferris ,

Attorneys

Bl\SIC FACTS AND COMM ENT
There are 32 bus benches in the City of Ha llandale whi ch have been appropriately
labeled "little billboards 11 • They are placed by an out of t own c ompany, which
sells advertising space thereon, a nd this c ompany ha s a n exclusive contract with
the City and the Chamber of Commerce which will expire in the Spring of 1964 .
Originally planned t o provide c omfort for persons waiting for bus e s, s i nce no fund s
were availa ble t o c onstruct benches at the time a nd pe opl e were a sking for them,
they als o provide a small income t o the Chamber of Commerce . This is ne gligible
compared t o the nuisa nce they have now become a s the City a ttempts t o beautify
its thoroughfares •
As for other signs, the City of Halla ndale at pre sent ha s a c omprehe nsive sign

ordinance, passed several y ears a go , prior t o the c ommencement of substantial
gro-wth , construction, and deve l opme nt of that portion of H~lla ndal e from Federa l
Highway t o the ocea n. Upon the pa ssage of the ordina nce , certa in existing signs
along Federal and DiXie Highways for the a lready devel oped busine ss of the
community became non-confonning; a nd s ubse quent t o its pci ssage , there ha s
been a ra pid development of new c onstructi on which of nec es sity ha s require d
some directi onal signs of a t empora ry nature, a nd it ha s been expedient for the
over-all good of the city to encourage this ra pid devel opment during the past years .
li.s t o the existing non-conforming signs, t o ma ke a pers on move a n existing sign ba
back three or four feet, for e~mmple , in order t o c omply at a substa ntia l c ost prior t o the City's needing the additional foota ge for improvements such a s side walks , curbs, and dra ins - would a ppear to creat e a ha rdship . To preve nt new
developers from using temporary dire ctiona l signs would have the effect of
hindering the improvements of undevel oped properties in Hallandale.
COUPSES OF I':.CTION
None recommended at the pre sent t ime . By the time the City has reached a sta ge
of beautification which will pinpoint the bus benche s a s a n eyesore , the contract
will be about ·to expire, and it is unlikely that it will be renewed . At tha t time ,
action might be ta ke n to install simple be nches without a dvertising where neede d .
On signs, ultimately whe n the City is ready to put a dditional improvements in the
arterial roads a nd a fte r propertie s are substantially improved , they ca n a nnounce
publicly a time limit (3 months) for non-conforming signs t o be removed , and that
from thenceforth the ordina nce will be s trictly e nforced .
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SECTION F

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPM ENT

Study Area No . 26

PU.NN ING l'.N"D PROMOTION FOR
C OMM ERCL~-L DEVELOPMENT

6 6.
STUDY AREA NO. 26

PI..JU\TNING AND PROM OTION FOP COJ\,U/!E :-;CIAL ) }CVE 7 ,0PMB J\; 1'
tffiSOU RCE PERS Oi_:LL

Va l Rosenthal
Da vid Bc::.rton
Earle VI!, Peterson
P . A. Schri.bcr

3.::ymot r 1 s Food Ma rt
P ublix Str;:-,ermarket
PotGrson Insura nce
Islar,der Coopen~i v e Ap ::i r tmentE
1

BASIS FAC TS .Z'.ND_ COI\-1MENTS
The most s t a rtling and immGdiatol y appa::-ent. fact c ;Jout commercial cievd o pr.1ent
in Ha llandale at th e p:·esen-~ time is th0 LACK of iti In spi'~o of th r; rap:.d :fillir.g
up of Hallandale' s a::-e a w .Lth fine homes , coo:o'.:)ntive ap(l:tments , tour.i.at
accomoda tions, t '.-~o"."a is a cti1~lJy no c e ntra l s h o.9pL1a dis trJc t, a ui , i::d -::.sd , not
eve n a variet y oi s :Jrv~ce cmd re·ta. E Gstablishme nts to fill the ne 2cis of its growing
population , ~hl s 1 ..; in :::pi.te of -::1:3 fact th~i~: ::,t::-J.p wr:d s pot c .:)Tr.m e:-c.i.a.1 dev 2l o~xnent
has been allowed to pe mr::mte rcsider:tiQl a reu s .:.1 r.d to inte rfere wL:1 the crea tio n
of s ound ne i ghborhoods. ·i,'\fhetr:.Gr or not such commet cial developm2n1· is riecessary
to satisfy the rieeds of HalJ.andal o is oyK-: n to que :;tion .
Certainly the existir:g p zi:~·i:0. rn of commercial de v olopme;mt .:n E allan.c'.ulc shm-v ;:;
considerable luck of pl c.1nn.i.ng . Fortu nute ly , since the d e v e lopm ,::;n·~ is still so
limited, c omprehensive pl anni n g now c2 n do ml'ch to coireci: this s itL.1 tio~1 .
At t he prese nt tJme , the •J rn atest c oncentrat ion of retail and s e rvice e sD L.lishments
(if it can be c ulled tha t) is on Beach Doulev::1rd ~ c l os e ·i:o the Pos-t c ,ciic c, cti.d o n
both the e a s t and w e s ·~ sic.e of t he tracks . Ds v c lopm e nt from the tract c ::ist on US 1
on the Boule v ard h a s U!1doubtedly tee n hcirr.perod by the delay in obtair.i,'.'.:.: c a:.; ome nts
and c o,n pl eti ng the p:omised parking l an2 and sidmvalks on thG south s:!.de , and by
lack of parki n g facil itlGs , and several disturb2 nces of the parrnlel p;: 1:br.g r -~-'~tern
which has been allowe d . Alt11ough attempts were made by committee s witl:i.n the
Chamber of Commerce , and other groups, t o st3e r the commerci:il dev8!op· . . · of
Beach Boule v urd e.:.st v:ard, devel opment bega n to go west of t he :r .:.:~.~ro:. d trc ck,
probably grec:.tly ir::::It.:.:mced by thG lesser real estr.1te value s .
Just north on Dixie Higb.way from Beach Boul evc:d is a strip of olde r ;;-: o. e s , some
of t hem ol d eno t·9h to be wholly unsu i.t:::!;:,; e for mod 2rn rn e:rchan ··i.::,ing , 2:1( '. n:.. 1 :-1y of
the m constit uti D.<J real eyesore s .
North of the Bou 1.ev ard on Federal Highway is a group of fairly mode rn c·~oro buildings,
which hous e s uc c ess f ul s 1.1all retail establishme nt s, The great d.-,-.nv~ .).Ck to t h i s
particular dev e l opment is limited p2rking, and the concta nt d:m,:;2:;- cf ':: ':.•:: U.ng into
the t hrough t ra:fic on busy US 1 •
Obviously, the l:o::, " d fot "top lev0l busine ss" c:C;vel opmo2: : of E2::,t B2,~c:h Bo a leva.rd
from Federal Hi ghway t o AlA. hes boen dekyed bcca.usG of the p:iysical conc'.~tio ns
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of the h ighway; and we know of one large commercial development which has
turned away because of lack of sewers . The bank and one supermarket c hain hav e
had t o courage to pioneer on this st rip , and have built beautiful modern~ ·
establishments .
N0--1 that the bridge has been completed, and the boulevard is presently under
construction with four lanes of traffic, center islands , gutters, curbs, and
sidewalks and is scheduled to be beautified by the city with landscaping and
mercury vapor lighting , commercial development should accelerate, and there are
pla ns for developing a shopping center in the area surrounding the modern supermarket. Other existing structures , which were set back properly and will fit into
the pattern of high class development are several famous restaurants , a first
class awtel, and several office buildings . The drive-in theatre, which was
allowed as a temporary variance, obviously will not fit into the pattern of "top
level business". It is hoped that the operator of this attraction might be induced
to build a modern theater, which is considered a prime asset to a commercial
development. It can be pointed out that the famous "Miracle Mile " in Coral Gables
started with the building of the beautiful "Miracle Theater".

With all the features necessary to a successful downtown area , such as retail
stores and service establishments, a bank, postoffice, restaurants, a theater,
professional offices, Hallandale Beach Boulevard should naturally develop into
the main commercial strip in our community, with fringe developments north and
south on F0deral and Dixie Highways . Because of the available depth of some
of t he properties, even a department store would be feasible.
In order to control the future commercial development, the City should be persuaded
to maintain the present commercial zoning and allow no further variances for spot
devel opment . Obtaining rights of ways for further widening of the main highways
where needed is important. The question of parking should be given intensive
study, and since there is probably no property available for public parking which
would be convenient to the whole strip of Beach Boulevard, further buildings
should not be built without ample space provided for on location parking .
Strict zoning and architectural control should be followed, and a thorough inspection
made of existing commercial structures . Some of these could be condem nod as fire
hazards by the Fire Chief, who has this authority, but additional personnel is
neec!ed to assist in inspection . Some buildings which have upstairs tenants might
even be condemned as health hazards by the Health Department.
COURSES OF ACTION
l , Present a Commercial Development Plan to the City. This should
include the results of a comprehensive survey t o determine where buildings are
standing on right of ways, present or proposed, which interfere with the widening
of the main highways; what buildings need to be t orn down or renovated to conform
wit h the new look Hallandale is striving for; parking accomodations; the size
of the available market, etc. It should include recommendations for strict zoning
and architectural control, allowances for parking with each future construction,
new street signs, and a plan of public transportation.
II

II
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2. An Advertising Program . Any money that might be available for
adve rti sing at this point could best be used first to attract commercial establishments
here by publicizing the availability of good sites; and, secondly, to invite people in
the surrounding areas to shop here. This last could only be carried on after a
shopping strip is pretty well e stablished, and intercity transportation provided.
Although cities in this area generally think of advertising in terms of attracting
touri sts1 it does seem that before we "invite the custome r" we should have the
"store ready 11 • An outstanding example of a C ity promoting its commercial
facilities is the current campaign of the City of Coral Gables.
IMPLEMENTATION
The ideal method of drawing up a Commercial Development Plan would be to hire
a professional firm to make an eco nomic base study of the area involved. The
University of Miami might be interested in conducting such a study. Either of
the se would cost money, and it would be up t o the City t o provide the funds. A
second course would be for a group within the Chamber of Commerce to conduct
such a study, and it is believe d that there are enough infonned, talented men
within our community who would be glad t o volunteer their s e rvice s for this survey.
Commercial Development has bee n c o nsidered an important MUST by many of the
study groups who have been me eting.
While the City has had only limite d funds t o allocate t o prom otion and advertising,
it is thought that whenever more funds are available careful c onsideration should
be give n to their being used in c omme rcial developm e nt rathe r than actual tourist
advertising . Ye ar afte r year, t he Advertising & Tourist Promotio n Committee of the
Chamber of Commerce has c ome up with the recomm e ndatio n that since the t ourists
are coming to this are a anyway, many because of adve rtising by surrounding
communities, any money Hallandale can find t o promot e furthe r tourist business
oould better be use d to provide bette r facilitie s for the visitor, and a more
attractive community as a whol e .
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STUDY AREA NO. 2 7
IS THE BUSINESS CLIMATE IN HALLANDALE
CONDUCIVE TO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT?
RESOURCE PERSONS
Bank of Hallandale
American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers (retired)
Mear' s Plumbing
Building Contractor
Moongate Motel

Carol Owen
Ross Amos
David Mears
Ernest Pinto
Sidney Kupferberg
BASIC FACTS AND COMMENT

Business Climate is best defined as the attitude of a city's government, eXisting
businesses, citizens which answers the final question a 9rospective industrialist
asks himself, when all other factors have been weighed, "How welcome will I
be, and what are the people like 7 A favorable response to this question can be
the deciding factor in an industry's deciding to move into a community.
11

A spot check revealed a diversity of opinion about the business climate of

Hallandale. There was some evidence of complaint about "indifference" met in
contracting city department heads, others apparently met with rapid cooperation.
A real study would have to be made to determine the facts on this. In general,
the industries which have located here seem satisfied with the equitability of
taxes, the services provided by the city, and the general attitude of the citizens.
It is difficult to tell, without an actual study being made, how many industries
have been lost to Hallandale because of some dissatisfaction along these lines.
Business climate is considered very important by this group, however, since they
feel that with Hallandale's natural location, the ready accessibility to large and
fast-growing markets, the quick transportation provided by the new expressways
and the two raikoads, combined with the close proximity to Broward and Miami
International Airports, and the deep-water facilities of nearby Port Everglades, as
well as the abundance of water and power available, the huge labor market in the
surrounding area ••• industry will want to come to Hallandale if it is made
welcome. Therefore, what Hallandale will accomplish in terms of industrial
expansion will be determined more by the circumstances which exist in the
community than by opportunities offered by the location. V\Thatever businessmen
and citizens do to make Hallandale a better place in which to live and work will
improve the prospects of the city for industrial development. Whatever they do
which retards civic and commercial development will 1 essen the prospects.
The ::ommunity Study which is currently being made should reveal most of

Hallandale' s assets and liabilities. By learning how to "accent the positive,
eliminate the negative," Hallandale can create a business climate favorable to
sound industrial growth.
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COURSES OF ACTION
1. A business climate survey. A study should be made to determine

if Hallandale has a realistically progressive attitude on the part of political,
religious, professional, and business leaders toward sound community growth
and city planning, along with citizen understanding of community and business
problems.

2. New psychology. Events of recent years have demonstrated that
nothing constructive comes from being critical of the community, from depreciating
its potentialities, or trying to divide its citizens. Such efforts tend to prevent
growth and development in v.,hich people generally can take pride and from which
they can derive benefit. The new psychology for Hallandale should emphasize
constructive action in planning and zoning and a cooperative attitude in helping
new business locate here. Every citizen should become a salesman for Hallandale.
3. A completely paid fire department. Industry does feel the
pressure of increased fire insurance rates because of Hallandale's semi-volunteer
fire department status. Rates in Hallandale are 18% higher than those in Hollywood.
IMPLEMENTATION

It is suggested that the Chamber of Commerce Industriai Committee
sponsor the first course of action with the help of volunteers, using the available
''Guide to Making a Business Climate Appraisal
put out in 1957 by General
Electric Company, Public and Employee Relations Service, New York, N. Y. This
guide book is free of charge, and defines this new dimension of management
responsibility and gives a four-step plan for developing a better business climate.
It is based on 187 questions on socio-economic conditions that influence business
climate.
11

,

The second course of action requires a process of education, which
should be considered in the Citizen Participation Process part of the Hallandale
Developmont Plan.
The third course of action would require additional city revenue.
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STUDY AREA NO. 28
ARE SUITABLE SITES FOR INDUSTRY
AVAILn.BLE IN HALIANDALE?
'

'

.'

,,
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RESOURCE PERSONS
Carol Owen
Ross E. Amos
Sidney Kupferberg

Bank of Hallandale
Ai"Tlerican Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers {retired}
Moongate Motel

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS

...

There are only two sections of Hallandale which might rightfully be termed
"industrial areas". These include a strip along the east side of the Florida East
Coast P.ailroad from NE 3rd Street north to a point just south of Moffet Street;
and a block-deep strip from Dixie Highway to Nv V 6th Avenue, between 2nd and
3rd Streets. These areas are rapidly filling up with light industry along the
railroad (in fine, mcx:iern buildings), and wharehouse and light industry operations
in the Northwest section, also good, modern structures.
While there are a few instances of variances allowing single light industries to
be located in an area termend "general business", it would appear that study
should be made to determine if there is any other area in ~-Iallandale now termed
"general business" or some other general designation which could be changed to
light industry zoning. This will be imperative, if it is desirable for further
light industries to locate in Hallandale to further a "balanced economy", which
some study groups have indicated is important.
This group also feels that industry located in the areas to the west of Hallandale
would also have a favorable impact on Hallandale's economy, as a result of
increased payrolls.
COURSE OF ACTION:
1. A professional City Planner should study and make recommendations for further industrial zoning within the city limits.
2. The Industrial Committee of the Chambe r of Commerce should
investigate the ownership, zoning, and whether it is in the county or city, of the
large area lieing north of Hallandale Beach Boulevard, west of NW 8th Avenue,
east of State Road 9, and just south of the property owned by the County for
Lanier Junior High School. This property would make ideal acreage sites for
one or several larger light industries.
IMPLEMENTATION
The City should be urged to hire a professional City Planner, and the general
citizenry educated to abide by the resultant Master Plan, provided the Planner is
chosen with extreme care and for his proven ability to co-ordinate progressive
planning with existing conditions.
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STUDY AREA NO. 29
SHOULD THERE BE AN INDUSTRLU..
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN HALLANDALE?
aESOU~.C: E PERSONS
Carol R. Owen

Bank of Hallandale

Ross E. Amos

American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers (retired)

David Mears

Mear' s Plumbing

Ernest Pinto

Building Contractor

Sidney Kupferberg

Moongate Motel

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
First of all, tourism is now and will probably always be our main industry,
representing some 65¢ on every dollar of income to this area. To invite here
any industry that would in any way interfere with the comfort and convenience
of the tourist would be suicidal. However, there are many light, clean industries
which not only would not interfere with tourism, but would find a ready market
here in the tourist accommodations and related service and building industries •.
It was pointed out that all residents in Hallandale are not in the upper income
brackets, many live from week to week and depend on daily employment.
Furthennore, if it is desirable to keep our young people in our community,
there must be a balanced economy to provide year round employment for them,
and to assure the future sound development of Hallandale. It was determined
that clean industry, located in a zoned industrial area, would be compatible
with our tourist industry.
/vhat 100 New Factory Workers Mean to a Community:
296 more people,
112 more households; 51 more school children; 107 more passenger cars registered; 17 4 more workers in allied and service industries; 4 more retail
establishments; $590,000 more personal income per year; $360,000 more
retail sales per year; $2 7 0, 000 more bank deposits. Vlhile it is doubtful if
there is room in Hallandale for firms employing 100 factory workers, firms
employing upwards to 50 are considered feasible, and the ratio of benefit to
the city would be the same.

1

From the present trend in light industry moving, without advance promotion,
into our northwest industrial area, it was concluded that industry will come
regardless of effort on our part, and that therefore a minim1.L-n program of
promotion can be planned. More important effort might be put in the proper
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zoning and planning, as well as welcoming and servicing industry when it
gets here.
COURSES OF ACTION
1. Directional Signs. Two signs could be prepared immediately,
pointing out the two areas which a re taking on the image of industrial parks".
One sign should be located at North Dixie Highway, pointing across the track,
and reading @Industrial Park Area No. l". Another sign should be at NE Third
Street, pointing west, and reading "Industrial Park No. 2
A similar sign
might also be located at Beach Boulevard, and either N'N 4th, 5th, or 6th Avenues,
pointing north. These signs should be small, but neat and attractive in design.
11

11 •

2. Personal contact in Dade County area. Since it has been
determined from interviews with companies now moving here from that area
that there are many firms interested in moving to Broward County, the Industrial
Comroittee should confine their efforts to personal contact with "leads" in Dade
County. If the money is available, a direct mail promotion might be used.
3. Prepare kit of information and statistics. This should be kept
up to date at all times, and contain information on sites, utilities, taxes,
transportation, labor market, etc.
IMPLEMENTATION
The three suggested courses of action could easily be hand.led by the Industrial
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce, with a suggested budget of $500 for
the first year. It was also suggested that the Industrial Committee include a
"welcome" program to new industry.
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Study Area No. 30

STATE, CITY l...ND COUNTY
GOVERl',JME NT

Study Area No. 31
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REVENUE EXPENDITURES, AND NE\'il
SOURCES OF CURRENT INCOME

Study Area No. 32

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS FINANCING

Study Area No. 33
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Study Area No. 34
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U\W ENFORCEMENT
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DEPARTMENTS, BOARDS
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STUDY l\REA NO. 30
STATE, CITY, l\ND COUNTY GOVERNMENT
RESOURCE PERSON
Matthew Spenaclel

Florida Berkeley Corporation

Bl.SIC Fi\CTS AND COMMENTS

Florida:
The State's Chief Executive Officer is the Governor, elected for a
term of four years. The Governor cannot be elected to succeed himself.
Other high elected State officials are: Secretary of State, l'.ttorney General,
Comptroller, Treasurer, and Superintendent of Public Instruction. 1\11 of these
are elected for four-year terms and are eligible for re-election.
The Supreme Court is composed of 7 Justices, elected for terms of six years, the
tenns being staggered, with two Justices being elected every two years.
The Legislative Department of the State is a bi-camera! body, made up of the
House of Representatives and the Senate. The Legislature meets in regular
session in odd-numbered years and is subject to being called for special sessions.
The House of Representatives consists of 95 representatives, with at least one
being elected from each County. Membership in the Senate comes from Senatorial
Districts, each of which consists of more than one County. Representatives are
elected before each regular session; Senators are elected for four years. At the
present time, the Legislature is in debate on "reapportionment". Following a
Supreme Court order to reapportion according to population (in Florida, the
Legislature has been controlled up to now by small northern counties), the
Legislature was called into special session last summer, and proposed a plan
of reapportionment which was turned down by the voters in the General Election
in November. This 11 hot" question is yet to be solved.
County Government: Broward County has a Commission form of government. 1\
five man Commission is elected for a four year term, with rotating terms so there
is good continuity in administration. These men are the sole policy ma kers and
aclministrators for the County. l'Jl of the various departments are responsible to
them.
County offices are located in the Court House in Fort Lauderdale, the County
Seat, 10 miles north of Hallandale.
hdministration of the County-wide School System is vested in the hands of t he
County Board of Public Instruction, consisting of five members, elected for a
term of four years (staggered), and a County Superintendent of Instruction,
elected for a term of four years • .
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City Government: The City of Hallandale has a Commission-City Manager fonn
of municipal government. The City Manager is appointed by the Commission and
has well-defined duties under the City Charter.

The Commission is the actual policy making Board, while the Manager is charged
with carrying out all decisions. The City Manager should have wide latitude in
his duties as long as they confonn with those set forth in the Charter.
The 8ity Manager is responsible for all City personnel, but the Commission must
approve all appointments. The City Manager does his best job when he is
allowed to make his own decisions in the day to day functions of his office.
The City Commission is a five-man board, elected for four year terms at two
year intervals (3 at one time, 2 the next}, to assure continuity on the Board. The
Commission elects the Mayor foll owing each e lection, traditio nally "high man".

The following pages contain reports of many phases of our municipal government.
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STUDY .!\REA NO. 31
£ruNCIPhL~OllllQ~8_Q£..R~V~N~t~.RE_v~n llE
EXPENDITURE~, l.ND NEVv SOURCES OF CU::tf'.E NT INCOME
RESOURCE PERSONS
Ralph Smith
Matthew Spenaclel
Michael Susik
Matthew Oliver
Mrs. Pat Young
Don Cuddy

City Manager, :~Iallandale
Florida Berkeley Corp.
Collins-Micha.el Corp.
Real Estate Broker
Hallandale Elementary PTA
Diplomat Hotel

Bf..St::; FACTS AND COMME NTS

In order for a city to maintain current operations, and meet demands of an ever
increasing growth, it is necessary that its revenues and e:;:penditures be constantly
evaluated and new sources of income continuously searched for.
The City of Hallandale at present operates on a "pay as you go" basis, having a
small surplus at the end of the fiscal year. Approximately one-half of its annual
revenue, or about $300,000.00, comes from its ad valorem taxes. The balance
comes from such items as licenses fees, permits, fines and forfeitures, utility
franchises, cigarette tax, interest, parking meter revenue and municipally owned
facilities. The City budget seems to coincide to a great e:;d:ent with revenues and
expenditures of other municipalities in the area.
The City realizes a revenue of $6,000.00 in excess of expenses for leasing of
fire hydrants in accordance with the terms of a bond issue in the water department
which terminates in the 1980' s. The utility franchise agreements provide
excellent revenue for the City as they increase along with the population growth.
Utilities taxes are collected on electricity and gas only. The cigarette tax
refund also provides the City with a large portion of its revenue. Parking meter
revenue helps defray the cost of maintaining the public beach, while fines and
forfeitures provide some of the operational funds for the Police Department.
COUI1$ES OF ACTION
1. Broaden the tax base. Vvith the increased facilities necessary
to our City, such as a Parks Department, Public Library, off street parking, and
increased public recreation, it is believed that a reevaluation of our ad valorem
ta:;~ structure is necessary. This could provide a large part of the increased
revenues necessary to the City and appears to be the most equitable means of
increasing revenue.
2. Explore possibilities of special attractions tax. It appears that
political considerations, in s ome cases, have deferred action on proposals
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a d ~ to place a "head tax" on admission fees charged at various enterprises
in the City. This is collected by many Cities and has proven to be a valuable
revenue. l-', proposal to tax those parking facilities where a charge is made
could be considered as a means of revenue; perhaps to be put in a specialbenefit fund to aid in beautification or tourist promotion.
3.
Equitable utilities tax. It is felt that broadening
the utilities tax by taxing telephone service would place a n undue burden on
hotel and motel operations. If these commercial establishments could be taxed
on the same basis as residences it might prove a more e quita ble tax .

OTHE:1 SOURCES OF REVENUE
Other sources of revenue were explored but none found to be effectual
or feasible at this time. /',. waste collection fee, for exampl e , was considered
but felt to be an inefficient and unequitable means of collection revenue. In
many northern areas a "wage tax" is collected by an employer on the wages,
salaries or commissions paid within his City. l'. potential s ource such as this
would have to be carefully handled so as not to drive business out of the City.
IM PLEMENTATION
A continous study of our tax structure should be made by both our
City officials and public citizens. The public must be kept informed and made
aware of the future needs of the City and the cost of these needs. By doing this
the public will not be resistive to the need for increasing revenues. As the
public becomes more informed they can also bring about more economies and
efficiencies in the expenditures.
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STUDY AREl\ NO. 32
Cl\PITl\L IMPROVEMENTS FINANCING
RESOURCE PERSONS
Matthew Spenaclel
Michael Susik
David Russell
Newton J. l\spden
David J. Mears
Leon G. Yeuell

Florida Berkeley Corporation
Collins-Michael Corporation
State Farm Insurance
Homeowner
Mear' s Plumbing
Layne, Inc. of Florida

B1'.SIC Fl1.CTS l.ND COMMENTS
In today's economy, the fiscal policies of a city must be on a sound basis. Even
though the administration of a city must often be governed by political considerations, the financial policies of a city should be kept up to date with sound and
proven methods. It has been found over the past decade, especially in this
area of intense and rapid growth, that a city cannot remain on a "pay as you go"
basis and still maintain the standard of community development to attract and
hold its citizens and business establishments.
1\fter studying the budgets and financial policies of cities of various populations,
it was discovered that by modern standards, Hallandale does not appear to have
a truly sound fiscal setup, and was also behind in the ideology that governs the
running of the huge business the City is today.
When a city is growing as
fast as Hallandale, it is possible for its growth to be hampered not wholly by a
lack of funds, but by improper allocation of the funds it has.
General Obligation Bonds and Revenue Bonds are now used extensively by
municipalities to secure needed capital improvements at little or no cost to the
tax payer. For example, Cigarette Taxes are not generally included in the General
Fund of the budget, but are kept as a highly liquid fund which can provide
excellent collateral for a revenue bond issue, or financing a Special 1'.ssessment
improvement.
It was noted that most cities now employ a full time Financial Director, since with
the coraplexities of municipal financing one man can devote all his time to the
economics of running a city. Very often the City Budget is such an elaborate
affair that it is printed and distributed along with other promotional material.

Hallandale is in great need of many things at the present time • • • sewers, storm
drainage, improved roads and sidewalks, to name a few. Through a sound method
of bond obligation, the City can install these improvements at a small cost to
the individual taxpayer. Short term financing, such as the City has used in the
past, can be very costly. For example, roads were repaired and then a few years
later torn up to make way for sewers and drainage. Such improvements, if planned
and placed in their proper order, could cost the taxpayer less than a pack of
cigarettes a day. An informed public would favor such a program.
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COUP.SES OF l\.CTION
Because all future financing hangs so heavily on the establishment of a solid
Fiscal set-up, one primary course of action was indicated, and a second one to
augment it.
1. Seek to establish a proper fiscal basis. It will be necessary
to retain professional Fiscal agent to do this job at the time the next City
Budget is being prepared.
2. l\.ppoint a professional Financial Director for the City of
Hallandale.
IM PLEMENT/1.TION

·\Nhile it will be the job of the City Administration to consider the suggested
courses of action indicated above, it was thought that a group of businessmen
who are interested in the Community Development program might conduct a
further exhaustive study on the subject of fiscal set-ups, and offer their
assistance and cooperation to the City.
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STUDY l\.REA NO. 3 3
IMPROVING ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
RESOURCE PERSONS
Matthew Spenadel
Thomas D. Franklin
H. C. Schwartz
Michael Susik

Florida Berkeley Corporation
Tax l'.ssessor, City of Hallandale
First National Bank of Hollywood
Collins-Michael Corporation

Bl SIC Fl'.CTS l\.ND COMMENTS

The need for reassessment of property values in the City of Hallandale, due to the
sweeping change and development that has been going on in the city during the
past five years, became so apparent that the City attempted a reassessment for
the tmc year of 1962. The last complete reassessment was made some ten years
ago. Due to a technicality, the new assessment had to be discarded and so the
additional funds from ad valorem taxes were not realized this year. Ad valorem
taxes represent. roughly 70% of the City's total revenue.
It has become a matter of conjecture as to whether the Tax Assessor actually has
the legal authority to make a proper assessment under the provisions of the City
Charter·, which merely reads ''i"'.ssessment J'. ssistants. The City Commission may,
by ordinance, provide for and select competent assistants to assist the City Ta;c
l'.ssessor in making assessments. 1-'J l property shall be assessed at its full cash
value. Each lot and separate tract of land shall be assessed separately •••
(Hallandale Charter - Section 42). Thought should be given to the enacting of an
ordinance authorizing an assessment to be made, by whatever desired agent,
which would stand up against protest and/or possible suit.
11

The present assessment procedure is based on a point system, with evaluation
detennined on a cubic foot basis. Ten years ago, it was general to assess on a
square footage basis, and municipalities are now swinging back to the sqaare
footage basis again. Actually, the net result is the same. In Hallandale, the
point system starts with 65¢. Factors taken into consideration are such
structural features as roofs, floors, fixtures, etc. Empty lots are evaluated on
a front foot basis, depth starting at 100 ft., at $20 per front foot. l'Jley footage
is disregarded. General thought of this committee is that the greatest inequities
of our present assessment lie in the vacant lot category.
·/\Tith the ever-pressing needs of a growing city, an immediate reassessment would
seem to be absolutely necessary if the city is to function properly. The county
assessment made last year by the professional firm of Mr. Hunicutt is still new
enough that it might be used, if each individual property were checked. Vvhether
it would be possible for one man to do this is open to question. · Such an
assessment, however, if adopted, could be rechecked each year by the Assessor,
with, perhaps, additional personnel in his department.
Some cities in the County turn their taxing job over to the County, at a cost of
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1% for asses-sing and 1% for billing. Not only is this expensive, but it makes it
more difficult for residents or property owners to appeal any inequities, due to
the fact that the local official is just more concerned with local people and will
offer them more time and courtesy. The only point made in our study in favor of
having the County handle the Job was the fact that it would be easier for
property owners, especially in the matter of Estates, if city and county assessments were on the same basis.
COURSES OF ACTION

Two definite courses of action seem indicated:
1. Enact an ordinance giving the proper authority for a ssessment •.
2. Hire a professional assessment firm. This would be the quickest
method of making a new assessment (probably could be completed in five months),
and since Hunicutt has so recently finished the county assessments, his might
be the firm to bring the rolls up to date in the briefest time for the least expenditure.
IMPLEME NTl'i.TION

It has been reported that at the present time the City is considering hiring one of
three firms to make the desired reassessment. It can be the job of the Community
Development Committee, through their Citizen Participation Process (Study l'irea
No. 40) to help educate the citizenry as to the purpose and intent of any new
assessment plan which is adopted.
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STUDY AREA l\TO. 34.
FIRE PROTECTION

RESOURCE PERSONS
Matthew Spena.de!
F. C. Bisson

Florida-Berkely C orporation
Chief, Hallandale Volunteer Fire Dept.

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
The C ity of Hallandale has a well organized and well trained volunteer fire department, Its personnel consists of 35 active volunteers and 3 paid men.
The three paid men are operators of the equipment, and in a "full department"
would be classified as engineers. They work about 72 hours per week, and are
paid approximately $360 per month.
The equipment consists of two pwnp trucks and a rescue unit. Up to the present
time the equipment has been considered sufficient for the City needs, the tallest
building rising only four stories. However, with the present construction of
several "high rise" buildings, new equipment will have to be added. A ladder
truck will be necessary to reach to the tops of these tall structures, and will cost
approximately $40,000 • One of the pump trucks is 16 years old and of small
capacity. This could be replaced at a cost of about $14, 000 and the older truck
held in reserve. The purchase of such equipment would necessarily increase the
need for more paid men.
The rescue unit is also a volunteer unit. The men are well traire d and are called
frequently to assist in heart attact cases. Their present equipment is considered
adequate.
The department conducts drills for the men every other Sunday. This consists
mostly of ladder drills, hydrant hook-up drills, and courses given by medical men.
Occasionally the department is fortunate enough to be given an old building to
burn for practice. The State Fire College will send a man once a year for one week
to assist in training the me n .
Hallandale has had no major fires in the past few years. The majority of calls a re

to kerosene stove, electrical, and grease fires in the northwest section of town.
However, many of the prese nt buildings are old and may be serious "fire traps".
At present there is no sys te m of building inspection by the Fire Department. This
is considered to be needed badly at the present time. The :;hief has the power to
condemn a building under State statutes. Two years ago the Chief requested an
increase in the department's budget of $1, 000 to assist i n hiring a man for this
purpose, but the City turned it down.
·
The C hief has the same power as a Fire Marshall, and receives excellent cooperation from the State Marshall's office in the case of suspicious fire investigations.
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Tha department receives good cooperation from neighboring city departments in
both Broward and Dade counties. The Hallandale Police, Street, Water, and
Building departments also give fine cooperation. The City supplies the helmets,
boots, and coats for the men.
In addition to actual fire fighting duties, the volunteer department carries on many
other activities in the city, such as the "Kiddies Day" they conduct on Fourth of
July at City Park each year, consisting of races and games, prizes, refreshments,
etc. The cost of this is between five and six hundred dollars, the funds being
raised by an annual Barbecue. The men also sponsor a baseball and basketball
team, as well as a Boy Scout troop. The Ladies Auxilliary help raise money and
help needy families. The three paid men carry on a series of extinguisher inspections in motels and apartments in the city, and also inspect the schools for fire
hazards and assist in conducting periodic fire drills. These men are trained in
civil defense, and hold classes for the volunteers and city employees. The Chief
is also trained in aircraft crash rescue work.
The National Board of Fire Underwriters inspects the city each year, checking
equipment and personnel needs. Based on their national statistics, they will
normally make recommendations to a City when a "full time" department should
be considered. Insurance rates are higher in an area which has a volunteer
department. The question to be considered would be whether an increase in taxes
to suuport a full paid fire department would offset the gain of lower insurance rates
COURSES OF ACTION
1. Confer with the National Board of Fire Undetwriters to determine

at what point the City should have a full department, and correlate these findings
with insurance rates to see which way the citizens will benefit.
2. Purchase needed equipment immediately , since the present
equipment will be outmoded within the year, thus constituting a severe hazard.
3. Hire necessary personnel to handle the new equipment.
IMPLEME HTATION
The courses of action indicated would have to be taken by the C::ity Administration.
and the citizens should be infom1ed of the need.
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STUDY AREA NO. 35
I.AW ENFORCEMENT
RESOURCE PERSONS

Mrs. Patrick Young
Robert R. Aiken
Mrs. Carl Reynolds

Vice President, Hallandale PTA
(Safety Chairman)
Chief, Hallandale Police Department
Secretaxy, Northwest Business ct
Professional Association

BASIC: Fl\CTS AND COMMENTS
Vvith the crime rate in Hallandale 9% less than the national average and with
juvenile delinquency 31% below the national average, it seems the administrative
organization for handling police work has the situation well in hand. This is not
to suggest that additional personnel is not needed; simply indicates that the
present force is doing well.
National standards set are 1. 9 patrolmen for each 1000 population; 1 supervisor
(Sgt.) for each 5 men; 1 patrol car for evexy 4 patrolmen. r-Iallandale Police
Department has 20 men, 5 cars where it should have 26 men and 6 cars for
present population. Department is supplemented by 13 Police Reserves, each
putting in at least 8 hours a week (4 hours donated; 4 hours paid).
There is an adequate training program; all men but or.e temporary patrolmen and
two colored patrolmen are under Civil Service. They are expected to pass the
next test which is to be more in line with their duties and qualifications
necessary. The Department operates under Vvorkmen's Compensation l\ct and
carries false arrest insurance.
Because tourism is Hallandale' s main industry and because of the influx of new
residents and the first contact these tourists and new residents make is with the
Police Department, the quality of personnel as "good will ambassadors" is
important ••• courteous, informed patrolmen ••• with salaries commensurate
with quality.
The biggest traffic problem is getting 20,000 people (7, 000 cars) in and out of
Gulfstream Park during the racing season. Road construction now in progress will
help the situation; however, the city should have six (6) more traffic lights at
present. There is no problem in getting authorization for erection of such lights
from the State Road Department. The Police Department contends "If the State
Road Department turns you clown, you don't need one" as their surverys are
good and complete and their engineers know what they're doing. Facilities for
traffic lights on Beach Boulevard were provided while the road is under construction,
with conduits in at each intersection; the lights, them:rnlves, are to be installed
when the need arises and the budget permits.
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There is no problem in police relationships with any of the neighboring cities as
the "hot pursuit" law suffices. l.lso, relationship to Sheriff's Department is
very good.
It was pointed out that there are problems peculiar to the Horthwest section,
particularly those relating to clean-up and beautification, noise, alchohol consumption. Existing laws are sufficient. Increasing the number of patrolmen
from present three to six (approx. population 3,500) would improve enforcement.
Police Department contends foot patrolmen net advisable because of lack of
contact with the station. It was suggested that program to educate the citizens
and instill pride in their area be continued.
The Hallandale Police Department has a Safety Officer who conducts a good
safety program, working with the schools, their patrols, the recreation department,.
civic organizations. Close co-operc1tion between the department and the
school, its PI'A, and the Board of Public Instruction will take care of any
particular problems that were discussed or might arise.
It was suggested that a Boys Club or PAL group be organized to cement relations
between the police and youth whose parents are prejudiced against the recreation
park; however, the department feels that it is not advisable in a town this size
or necessary, as the good recreation program is largely responsible for the
juvenile delinquency rate being way below the national average. An officer or
reservist is on regular duty at the park. Respect for the law and enforcement
officers by juveniles is a responsibility of the parents, P. T. l -. . and such
organizations •
counCES OF l\CTION
The one apparent need is an increased budget to provide the qualifiec
manpower and facilities in line with the population growth • • • 1. 9 patrolmen
per 1,000 population (suggested salaries, $100 week), 1 superviser for each
5 men (suggested salary, $125 week), and 1 car for every 4 patrolmen. P.dditional
manpower and facilities would take care of other problems.
IMP LE ME NTl.TION
Because methods of implementation will be suggested in c onnection
with groups studying sources of revenue, no further suggestions are being made.
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STUDY AREA NO.

26

HEALTH, WELFARE AND RELATED SOCIAL SERVICES
RESOURCE PERSONS
Matthew Spenadel
Mrs. Katherine Young
Mrs. Margaret !(ammer
Louis E. Greaubard, M. D.
Mrs. Jeanne Bodfish
Pete Jennings

Florida- Berkeley Corporation
Vice President PTA., Hallandale
Elementary
Health & Welfare Chairman, PTA
Senior Psychiatrist, South Florida
State P.ospital
Ex. Dir., Community Service Council
President, Young Peoples Civic
Lea g-ue

BASIC FACTS AND COMME NTS
Hallandale' s Public Health services are handled mainly by the Broward County
Health Department, by various volunta :-y organiz :-. ~::.ons, national charities, and
United Fund (which includes some forty-two health, welfare, and social services
in its current drive for funds). Among these is Community Service Council,
which attempts to coordinate the effo:···:-_: of organizutions, departments of
Government, social, health, recreation and other groups who work through
their delegates and individual members to effect a joint planning to meet the
needs of Broward County. One of their biggest problems is avoiding duplication
of services.
The Broward County Health Department reports annually to the County
Commission, School Board, and Mayors of the vari ous cities on principal
vital statistics, the extent of he alth activities ~nd recommendations to protect
and improve the health of persons in Broward County. The Health Department
officially records all birth and death certificates, and communicable disease
reports. In addition, they offer help in Tuberculosis Control, Maternity Service,
Child Health Services, School :-Iealth, Dental Health, Chronic Diseases,
Mental Health, Migrant Labor Program, Hospitalization of the Indigent, and
Engineering and Sanitation, as well as providing health information to some
50,000 people a year.
The nearest clinic of the Broward Health Department is in E ollywood, at 3601
Johnson Street, adjoining Memorial Hos ::::,ital. Tb. e Mobile X- ray Unit is
stationed there every Monday morning, and will also service our community
upon request, as had been done in the past under sponsorshi p of local
organizations. The Mobile Health Unit is scheduled to be at Lanier Junior
High School in Hallandale on the second Monday of each month.
The estimate of current cases under supervision of the Health Department shows
that while diseases of the Cardio-vascular System (including heart) predominate
as they do in national statistics, running close s e cond and ama zingly high
is Mental Illness. It was pointed out that 1 ot1.': of every 8 p ::::sons today will,
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at some time or other, require some kind of treatment for mental illness.
Unfortunately, mental illness has been slow to win public acceptance and
public support, perhaps because it is a subject that has been hush-hush for so
many years. The public still needs to be convinced that mental illness is more
often that not CURABLE, and even more important, often PP-EVENTABLE. At the
present time, there are more people in mental hospitals than all other hospitals
combined. More than every other bed contains a patient suffering from a mental
disorder. Mental illness affects children who show emotional disturbances
from early age; adolescents and young people who are disabled by schizophrenia;
adults of all ages who show emotional disturbances from neuroses, psychoses,
alsoholism, and drug addiction; aging persons who have such disorders as senile
psychosis. For all but one of these groups, hospitalization can be provided to
a limited extent ••• the group for whom not a single hospital bed in the State of
Florida has been provided is the C HILDREN.
The Florida Legislature approved a clinic for children three years ago, but did
not appropriate the money. It is reported that a bill i s now in the making to be
introduced to provide these funds. Meanwhile, disturbed children may receive
some preventative treatment at Henderson Clinic in Fort Lauderdale, but the
waiting list is long and the facilities tragically limited. There are plans
underv, ay to create a Child Guidance clinic in Hollywood, to be built and
supported by a private donor for two years, after which time it will be necessary
to support it with volunteer funds, and such help as the County and State can
give. At the present time, Henderson Clinic (which is actually geared more for
adult treatment) is supported 1/3 by voluntary funds, 1/3 by the County, and
1/3 by the State. As for the housing of seriously disturbed children, there is
one small effort being made in Broward County, a home for boys under 12, called
Twig House, and presently supported by voluntary funds, (and providing beds
for only 12 boys).
Alcoholism presents a mojor problem in the health and welfare programs of our
area, running third in the list of diseases, and overlapping with the mental
illness problem. The only facilities provided for housing and treatment is Faith
Farm, connected with the Fort Lauderdale Rescue Tabernacle, strictly for indigent,
single men ••• · and Aid for Alcoholics in Hollywood, which can house a small
number of men desiring rehabilitation. There is only one hospital for alcoholics
supported by the State, in Avon Park ••• which also ha& outpatient clinics in
Miami and Jacksonville. Alcoholism is seen as a major problem in Hallandale's
N W section, accounting for much of the juvenile delinquency and welfare
problems.
Without question, the biggest welfare problem in Hallandale is the transient
family.- Broward County VJ"elfare Department will take care of people who have
lived in the State of Florida for one year, and the County for six months • • • and
there are numerous private, church, and school welfare organizations or
committees who help local residents. Here, too, the problem is often duplication
of seIVice s, while some people receive none.
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But it is the family who has come to this area with dreams of finding work and

settling, without enough money to exist for any length of time, who wind up with
no money for food or lodging or a return trip to their former homes. Hallandale
is particularly prone to receive many of these transients, being just over the
line from Dade County, where the family has exhausted all means of aid and
been asked to move on. The Salvation Army helps out with these cases to a
limited extent, and sometimes a church organization can be located who will
tide the family over for a week or so until a promised job is realized. It would
be a great help if there were a central clearing bureau to call in requesting aid
for these people.
COURSES OF ACTION
In the field of health, most problems are being pretty adequately handled through
voluntary organizations and the County Health Department, with the exception
of Mental Illness, therefore the committee recomme nds that
1. A comprehensive study be made of the available facilities and
the LACK of facilities in South Broward, for the prevention, diagnosis, acute
treatment, hospitalization, and rehabilitation of the mentally ill, with special
emphasis on the child and the alcoholic; and recommendations made as to the
best program coordinated effort to improve or provide the needed services. All
interested groups should urge our delegation to work for the passage of an
appropriation by the current Legislature for the children's beds at South Florida
State Hos pita!.

2. To contact the organizing committee for the proposed Child
Guidance Clinic in Hollywood and offer local support, with the recommendation
that they call it the South Broward Clinic to insure area voluntary contributions.
3. Form a clearing house of welfare service information, with a
social worker trained in "case" study, who will keep a list available of the
services provided by local churches and organizations and v1ho will attempt to
avoid duplication of services. This office should be located in the South Broward
area.
IMPLEMENTATION
The first two courses of action could be done by a volunteer committee, sponsored
by the Hallandale Chamber of Commerce, with the cooperation of the Mental
Health Association.
The third course could be presented to the Community Service Council with the
recommendation that they seek to establish such a service in South Broward,
offering them cooperation and assistance from the Hallandale Chamber of
Commerce
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STUDY !.REA NO. 36
~t.Q..UAQ¥_OF_PEJ3SOt:[NEL-'_DEPARTMENj'S ,_ BOARDS
RESOURCE PERSONS

Ralph Smith
Bob Williams
WUbur Kruze
Mrs. Pat Young
Matthew Spenadel

Hallandale City Manager
Hallandale City Clerk
Zoning Board
P. T. l . .
Florida Berkeley Corp.

Bl\.SIC FACTS AND COMME NTS
Hallandale has a City Manager form of government which, for its size and
personnel, functions both efficiently and effectively. However, as this study
will reveal, there are improvements and additions that will be necessary to
maintain adequate functioning as our population grows.
In general, the number of employees in City Departments lags behind the needs
of our present population. Only one additional staff member has been added in
the past 10 years although the population has increased four-fold in that time.
However, many machines have been added that make the increase in volume of
work less cf a burden. The wage scale for municipal workers appears to be
lower than that of private industry in spite of the r~ct that municipal work, in
many areas, must be more accurate and detailed than that of industry. l\t this
time, it would be impossible to add needed personnel, due to space limitations.
Even if the funds were available, with the remodeling done at City Hall this year,
there is no additional desk space available. There is no space for the City
Clerk to have a private office, and there is no file and records room; most records
being kept in the attic.
The City Manager, who is responsible for the running of the administrative offices
must share a secretary with the City Clerk. Unfortunately much of the City
Manager's time is spent on petty problems that could be solved by other departmer1L~,
This is true of most small cities where the "personal touch II is important in city
administration. Nevertheless, the City should become more departmentalized so
that the administrators have more time for the overall problems of city government.
The City Clerk is responsible for all municipal records, court records and the
various functions of the City Departments and appointed Boards. His staff
consists merely of two and one-half employees to handle this volume.
The Tax l.ssessor Department consists of only one man. He is responsible for the
tax rolls, the occupational and beverages licenses, the lien book, street numbers ,
helping the building department, and acting as Deputy City Clerk.
The Building Department also consists on one Building Inspector plus a part time
Plumbing Inspector. It is increasingly difficult for one man to function properly
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in this department with the tremendous increase in building activity of the "high
rise" type. In addition, the department is responsible for determining street
elevations and for condemnation inspections.
Under our present budget it would be difficult to add personnel to the City Hall
staff. But, as the City grows it will become increasingly important that it become
more departmentalized, with more authority given to each department. Actually
there should be someone alternately trained for each key position in the
administration.
All of the City Boards are of an advisory nature; there being no elected or
authoratative boards. They consist of c. Planning and Zoning, Contracting,
Electrical, Plumbing, Civil Service and two City Park Boards. Vvith the completion
of the City Library there may be a need to add a Library Board to this list.
1\11 of the Board Members, except Civil Service Board, are recommended by the
City Manager and approved by the Comr:nlasion. · Their tenns run for three years;
the terms expiring alternate years. Three of the five men on the Civil Service
Board are appointed in the normal manner but the other two are appointed for one
year by the Fire and Police Departments, through an election in their respective
departments. The boards are within their province. They receive good cooperation
from the Commission and the Commission follows their recommendations about
95% of the time.
COURSES OF ACTION

The necessary square footage should be added to City Hall to
accommodate the need for more personnel. Increased revenue from the budget
must be appropriated for administrative services.
It is felt that the City should departmentalize, where possible, to
avoid duplication and waste motion. This will necessitate the hiring of more
personnel and the buying of additional machines.
l'. study should be made by a qualified efficiency expert to determine
the best possible means to set up departments and to determine personnel needed.

IMPLEMENTl'1.TION

The Courses of l'.ction recommended above, of course, have to be
initiated by the City Commission; but they will be assured of the support of
many citizens who are anxious to help modernize our local government.
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SECTION I
PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION

Study Area No . 38

IS THERE A NEED TO CREATE A l\JEW
.,IMAGE", OR HESIDENTIAL THEME,
FOR HALLANDP..LE ?

Study Area No . 39

TOURIST PROMOTION

Study P..rea No . 40

CITIZEN P/4.RTIC IP!;TI~N PROCESS
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STUDY AREA NO . 38

IS THERE A NEED TO CREATE A NEW
"IMAGE", OR RESIDENTIAL THEME,
FOR HALLANDALE?
RESOURCE PERSONS
Leonard Schreiber

Ro-Len Builders, Inc.

Ross E. Amos

M. A. I. ,:F769 (retired)

Matthew Spenadel

Florida Berkeley Corp.

Don Cuddy

Diplomat Hotels

BASIC FACTS AND COMMENTS
The present "residential theme" in Hallandale seems to encompass
every type of housing from low cost up to the $100,000 bracket, with an increasing
number of cooperative apartment type dwellings ranging from $5400 up to $27,500
per apartment.

There is iittle room left for single unit housing except on the east

side of Hallandale, where homes are planned in the $2 5, 000 and up class.

This

factor, along with the quickening trend to cooperative apartment building,would
indicate that future residents will quite likely be in the middle or retirement age
bracket, rather than young-marrieds.

The group felt this was in the realm of

conjecture, however, and that a professional survey should be made to determine
the trend, taking into consideration the fact that the vacant beach property, in
particular, is peculiarly adaptable to either expensive co-operative and/or
apartment housing or luxury tourist accomodations.
Considered a definite drawback to the development of the better
type housing in the only available residential areas was the approach to these
neighborhoods through the main thoroughfares of Hallandale . There are still many
decrepit structures along these routes which should be torn down, some can be
improved with new fronts, and there has been a definite need for cleaning up.
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It was noted that the current Beautification Committee is making great strides in this

direction, and that the beautiful new Beach Boulevard, with its promised boulevard
lighting and beautification, and the promised similar treatment of AlA , will make
considerable improvement.
Reported was a complaint that in the past some developers have
been discouraged from coming into Ha llandale because of alleged lack of cooperation

at City Hall; whether due to insufficient or unskilled personnel was not stated, nor
considered to be the job of this committe e.
It was agreed that the slogan, "Home of the Florida Derby" is
fine for attracting tourists, and should be continued in use for tourist promotion; but
that perhaps another slogan would be more indicative of the residential theme and
might be better used in general publicity.
Considered almost tragic was the fact that there is no commercial
development to speak of in Hallandale, that a large developer on the west side has
found the need to buy two buses to transport his retirement-age a partment owners to
a shopping center in another county. It was pointed out that no successful city has
ever invited people to live within its limits and send them to another town to shop.
The great potential of Beach Boulevard as a first class shopping strip was noted, and
fear expressed that variances in zoning might allow undesirable establishments (such
as service stations, saloons, etc.) to be built.
Turning away from the unpleasant aspects of Hallarrlale 's "image " ,
the group took a quick inventory of Hallandale's obvious ass ets.

LOCATION was

considered most important. It was pointe d out that, with the new expressway systems,
Hallandale is only minutes away from the big city exciteme nt and e ntertainment and
cultural advantages of Miami and Fort Lauderdale .

SIZE wa s considered an advantage
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since a small town is more inclined to FRIENDLINESS, and Hallandale is no
exception, Hallandale is QUIE T, though not inactive ••• with an A 1 Recreation
Park (which could be used more advantageously for adult recreation, though its
youth program is considered excellent). And there are still the great assets of the

SUN and the BEACH, although it was noted that strangely enough, many outside rs
are not aware that Hallandale is an oceanside community. Admitedly, the Public
Beach is too small and needs improvement, which it is hoped will be the subject
of another study group. Altogether, it was considered that l-Iallandale is, or could

be, an idea.I place to spend a vacation or a life-long HOLIDAY,
COURSES OF ACTjON
The following course of action were recommended:
1. Chan~e of name. The undesirable image of Hallandale, if the re

is one, could most quickly be changed by a change of the city's name. A completely differe nt name would best serve this purpose, and the group liked the
name Holiday Beach.

"Holiday" means many things to many people, all of the m

pleasant. A recent survey showed that retirement people are not necessaril y
intereste d in "peace and quiet", but pre fer to be in a location where activity is
available , to be taken at will. Investigation discove re d a "Holiday Beach" already
located in Florida, so a substitute name with the same implication might be found .
A.n ea sie r change would be to simply "Hallandale Beach " , if it is not thought
important to change the present "image". In any case , "Beach", or some other
addition to locate Hallandale definitely on the ocean fro nt should be a pa rt of
any name .
2. A slogan emeha sizin51 the location. A. new slogan should some how conve y the infonnaUon tha t Hallandale is the most strategically located small
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city in southeastern Florida's vacationland.

3. Street names.

The numbered streets, while convenient, are

harsh-sounding. Softer, more nostalgic street names would convey a friendlier
feeling.

New names would, of course, have to run in alphabetical order of some sort,

to maintain ease of location.
4.

Beautification and maintenance. This should include some

form of strict architectural and zoning control of Beach Boulevard in particular.

5. Commercial development.

Some sort of survey should be made

to determine what retail sales and service establishments will be needed according to
a projected population trend, and how to set about attracting them here.

IMPLEME NTATION
Change of name would probably require a referendum; advice of
City Attorney should be sought on this.

Some sort of survey should be made of the

thinking of the citizens, or a contest run, to determine advisability of name change
and suggested new names. A similar program would be nee ded for the street name
change, as well as the choosing of a suitable slogan.
It is suggested that a professional, educational, or governmental
agency be employed to detennine the future residential trend, including the touristresidential ratio.
Commercial development and beautification-maintenance, as well
as compre hensive zoning planning are under study, and this should implement the

other suggested courses of action.
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STUDY AREA NO. 39
TOURIST PROMOTION_

RESOURCE PERSONS
Dmald T. Cuddy
Leon G. Yeuell
Charles Nickens
Edwin H. Bishop
Albert Tapp
G. W . McCall
Pat Layne

Diplomat Hotel
Layne , Inc. of Florida
Hallandale B0ach Travelodge
Delta Airlines
Tapp's Mot0l
Hollywood SU N-TATTLER
Layne , Inc. of Florida

BASIC FACTS AND COMME NTS
The City of Hallandale has allotted $ 5, 000 annually t o be used by the Chamber of
Commerce for Tourist Promotion. The bulk of this money must be used for overhead
expense t o answer mail and visitor inquiries, provide brochures and their distribution
and participation in and/or sponsorshj.p of various activities planned t o entertain
the t ourist. Florida Derby ·week at Gulfstream Park has bee n marked in previous
years by week-long Chamber of C ommerce sponsored programs, including the
selection and featuring of the Florida Derby Queen. In recent years, participation
in the Hollywood Fiesta Parade with prize-winning Hallandale Sections, has marked
this week, together with honoring the Queen at Gulfstream Park with a race named
in her honor on Derby Day, and featuring her and her c ourt at the Derby Ball.
Services t o the tourist at the Chamber office include an accomodations book listing
member motel and apartments, and an emergency list of hot e l rooms and private
rooms during the over-filled conditio ns of peak season weeks that so far as can
be detennined, no visitor has been turned away from Hallandale. The Police
Department has cooperated after the Chamber office was closed. There are free
postcards and many brochures of accommodations and attracti ons displayed in the
office, and personal assistance is rendered t o help the t ourist plan things to do and
places to see.
The Hallandale Chamber of Commerce actively participates in the TropiCoast
Tourism Council, an organization of business leaders actively engaged in the
tourist trade 1 formed t o c oordinate promotional e fforts in the four counties of
Broward, Dade, Monroe 1 and Palm Beach. Studies have indicated that the term
"Gold C oast" is meaningful only t o residents of this area and may even be hannful
in its implication when used in national advertising, and for this reason the Council
advocates discouragement of the use of this term. The Council is presently working
to compile research data on which the t ourist industry can predicate its important
decisions on advertising and sales promotion. One answer seems to be more
detailed reporting by the state comptroller's office on sales and use tax data already
collected. This would provide an excellent c ontinuing barometer of tourist activity
in each of the 67 counties in Florida, and would c o st the State a mere $1. 500;
however, because of the "red ta pe" involved, the group is now seeking legislative
approval of the sum.
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The Chamber also cooperates with rill the activities of the Florida Development
Commission, and will participate with the Florida Tourism Council now being
fonncd t o act as a state•wide catalyst of the tourist industry,
Since funds ate not available for space advertising, and since tourists are coming
to this 2.rea anyway (attracted by advertising of local accomodations and attractions
as well as the iarge communities to the north and s outh of us) ~ the main project 1n
Hallandale for tourist promotion should be along the lines of sictivit}e,s. \Vith
Gulf stream Park within our community, the natural activity to focus attention on
would seem t o be Florida Derby Vveek,. Although for the pa st eight y~ars the
Chamber and th~ community have participated with plenty of local enthusiasm,
and although G\Ufstream has gone t o great extent to publicize this event, it is the
feeling of this group that is has not become the nationally known spectacle for
which it certainly has potentials 1
The matter of hospitality is extremely important in attracting the casual t ourist who
comes into or through Hallandale t o c ome back again as a regular visitor. No
matter what we do t o promote t ourism, the e nd result in dollars and cents will be
directly related t o the kind of service, treatment and hospitality visitors are
accorded by everyone with whom they c ome in contact in our community.
The Florida P,ssociation of Broadcasters put on an excellent c ourtesy campaign
last year, which has reflected in the attitude of many of our service people. In
s ome l ocal cities, courtesy announcements were broadcast over the police radio
system, and this c ould easily be done in Hallandale.
It would help in the enjoyment of visitors to our city, if more service station
atte ndants, sales persons, waitresses, and just plain citizens knew more about
the attractions in our area. If a t ourist spends one additional day in our area in
order to visit one of our many attractions, say l out of ever/ 40, it would be a
terrific "shot in the arm" to our l ocal economy.
Local residents can do a lot t o help out in the present uncertain times by
mentioning in every letter t o friends and relatives out of stat e that most of the
storie s they are hearing about Fl orida's emergency state are untrue. Businessmen
c ould do an enormous personal job of selling winter vacations to our area if they
used a rubber stamp on all envelopes of mail going out of s tate, imprinting such a
statement as "The temperature is balmy , • , i . in Hallandale, Florida, today!"
The f..dvertising & Tourist Promotion Comm.ittee of the Chamber has for years been
advocating making our little city a perfe ct gem of beauty, and this year for the
first time the Beautification Committee , with the c ooperation of the City
Administration and the entire c ommunity, ha~ made giant strides forward. This
pro gram should be accellerated and maintained, as an attractive. romantic locality
has since time immenorial been one of the greatest attractions t o vacationists.
COUPSES OF AC TION
Although many c ourses of action have been suggested in the fore going report, it
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was the consensus that special events or activities are s o important in attractin g
and keeping the tourist here that the following two main courses of action should
receive prime consideration:
1. M 2 ke florida Derby Week an event of national renown. It was
pointed out that the Orange Bowl actually represents only a football game, as does
California's Tournament of Roses. It is the excitement that has been built up
around these affairs that has made them the nationwide attractions they are today.
Louisvill cannot compare t o this area of fabul ous hotels and motels as a spot t o
accomodate racing fans for a famo us thoroughbred classic!
. ·.·,

2. Seek a Tourist Attraction. There is still acreage enough in and
adj oining Hallandale, to build one of the finest garden-type attractions in the
State of Florida. Entertainment experts have pointed out that our location is one
of the finest in the world, with the access t o the inland waterway and several
interstate superhighways; and with the availability of accomodations in such
abundance, evening "shows" c ould be planned, and family entertainment, a
source of tourist income sadly neglected in our area.
IMPLEMENTA.TION
For the successful carrying out of the first recommendation, it is suggested that
a v olunteer committee be formed, made up of outstanding lea ders chosen (perhaps
by Mr. Donn) from anywhere within the three or four immediately neighboring
c ounties. This committee , if properly selected t o include o nly men and women
who are enthusiastic in their belief that this event c ould be an economical boost
to our whole area, could easily reach the stature of the Tournament of Roses
Committee , membership on which is jealously garded and eagerly s ought.
The s e c ond c ourse invites the active participatio n of any pers on in the area who
has any c ontact with c ommercial attraction interests, or fina ncial interests, t o
encourage them t o look into the vast potential of our c ommunity as a l ocation
for a t op-notch tourist attractio n.
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STUDY AREA NO. 40

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION PROCESS
RESOURCE PERSONS
Leon G. Yeuell, Chairman

Vice President
Layne, Inc. of Florida

John Edwin May

Architect
President, Chamber of Commerce

Val Rosenthal

Owner-Mgr. Seymour's Food Mart
First VP, Chamber of Commerce

Fred Ward

Judge - _, City of Hallandale
Crouch, Vl/ard 15.: Ferris , Attorneys

G. W . McCall

Publisher
Hollywood SU N-TATTLE R

Donald T. C uddy

Publicity Director
Diplomat Hotels & Country Club

Jeanette D. Maracic

Executive Vice President
Hallandale Chamber of Commerce

BP.SIC FACTS AND COMME NTS
The idea of local organizations working together on a c ommon project is by no
means new in Hallandale. Several years ago, under the sponsorship of the
Chamber of Commerce, the Community Council was formed, a loosely~nit
organization made up of Presidents, or their appointed representatives, from
every civic and service organization in Hallandale, including church and k PTA
groups . It was actually a "round-table" discussion group which met each month,
with alternating chairmen, to coordinate organizational activities and cooperate
on popular community projects.
The Council was successful in c oordinating such activities a s the Florida Derby
Vveek celebrations, prize Hallandale sections in Hollywood's Fiesta Parades,
raising money for the Hallandale Library through the Library Fair, as well as
individual projects. For two years now, the Community Council has been
successful in raising funds for scholarships for each of 2 Ha llandale graduates
of South Broward High School.
However, no attempt has ever been made to use the Council a s a PROBLEM
solving group until the present Community Developme nt Plan, in which each and
every known organization was invited to participate. The list of participants
in C ity Vl ide Meetings, in the Study Groups, ·the .l\ssumptions and Priorities
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Committees, includes at least one repre s e ntative from each of these organizati ons .
As the program developed during the past six weeks , and various probl ems
affecting community life in Hallandale were identified , it became obviou s t hat
if these problems were to be solved , some proven method of procedure would
hav e to be followed, and it wa s decided to adapt and adopt the method des cribed
in the COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SERIES, specifically in t he pamphlet
BA.LANCED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. This method is outlined briefly as
foll ows :

I. Fact Finding
2.

Public Discussion

3. Action

COURSES OF ACTION
1. Fact Finding. The discussions and reports of the various s t udy
groups indicated that this prelimina ry program of community deve lopment was
a ctually only an INVENTORY . 1He were taking a good look at ourselves and
findi ng out what we have, what we need, and possible ways of obtaining what
we want.

The reports revealed that in many areas further studies at depth
were needed; many indicated the need for professional assistance in making
further study. ·\Vhen the Priorities Committee has listed tho s e problems worthy
of immediate attention , a Program of work will have t o be devised t o instrument
further fact finding in each area involved. Perhaps s ome of the organizations
will want to take over particular studie s; some ma y be c onducted by the Chamber
of C ommerce; the University of Miami may be asked t o handle c e rtain research
problems. This will be worked out before and at the Second C ity Wide meeting,
which will be held soon afte r this Workbook is. presented.
2. Public Discussion. Without any question, extensive public
use will have t o be made of the material uncovered in the fact-finding process .
Organizations will be asked t o create opportunities for discussion of the facts
in t heir regular programs, or by supporting special meetings called to discus s
c ertain projects. While at this point no guarantee can be made of the accepta nce
of this plan by the organizations, it is believed that be c a us e of the e nthusiasm
of t he ir members who have worked on this preliminary program and their record
of past cooperation on community affairs , they will be willing t o participate .
This will be thoroughly discussed at the Second City Wide Meeting.
No- organization will be asked t o c ommit them selve s as approv i ng
any particular project . Discussions will be restricted as far as possible to t he
facts pertaining t o the problem. The purpo s e of the discussions will be t o give
individua ls personal convictions about the action t o be followed .
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3 . Action. To justify the work put into the fact finding studie s and
the cooperation of the organizations in the public discussion process, some
assurance that there will be l\C TION should be given . It will be up to members
of the Priorities Committee to take necessary steps t o provide feasible c ourses
of action which can be taken once the participation process has prepared the
people t o act. The method of action 1 for instance, may have t o be a referendum.
Perhaps a public meeting or meetings , with respect t o an ordinance introduced into
the C ity Commission would suffice. Regardless of the device which proves t o be
necessary, some adequate provision for action will be assured before the
Citizen Participation Process is initiated.
IMPLEMENTATION
1. Toastmaster's Club. Steps have already been taken t o orga niz e
a chapt e r of Toastmasters International, a group with an outstanding reputution
of producing polished speakers within a short period of time. The Hallandale
group will start functioning right after the first of the year, a nd it is anticipated
that within three months there will be a corps of 2 0 men prepa red t o lead public
discussion and/or s peak before groups on any o ne of the areas covered by the
Community Devel opme nt Plan .

2. If the Citizen Participation Process is initiated in Hallandale ,
it must be ca rried out on a step-by.:..ste p basis. First, the fact finding must
be completed. The n the discussions must take place . Then effective action
will be possible . Each of thes e stages should be scheduled, and should be a
matter of agreement among all the participants. It can be reported that the
nucle us for e stablishing the Citize n Participation Process now e xists, and that
activation of the Process awaits only the action of the Priorities Committee a nd
the approval of the Second City Vi!ide Meeting.
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SECTION J
PRIORITIES COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
David Barton

Manager, Publix Supermarket

Irving Cowan

President and Managing Director, The Diplomat

S. Lee Crouch

Attorney, Crouch, \I\Tarcl & Ferris

James Donn, Jr.

President, Gulfstream Park Racing Association

Fritz Dorigo

Owner, Hofbrau Haus

Nat Ehrlich

President, Sea Edge Co-operative Apartments

Eddie Hill

Owner, Eddie Hill's Restaurant

Vvilliam J. Kelley

Owner, Bill Kelley Chevrolet

Charles W. Knorr

Owner, House of Lorraine Dry Cleaners

H. B. Layne

President, Layne Inc. of Florida

Thomas M. Lynch III
John Edwin May

V. P. and General Mgr., Broward County Kennel
Club
Architect, A. I.A.

G. W. McCall

Publisher, Hollywood SUI-I-TATTLER

David J. Mears

President, Mear' s Plumbing, Inc.

Donald W. Nelson

Secretary, Nelson & Kilgore , Inc.

Carol R. Owen

Cashier, Bank of Hallandale

Val Rosenthal

Owner-Manager, Seymour's Food Mart

Leonard Schreiber

President, Ro-Len Builders, Inc.

Matthew W. Spates

Owner, Bunny• s Millwork

Matthew Spenadel

President, Florida Berkeley Corporation

A. 0. Wickham

District Manager, Florida Power & Light Co.

General Chairman: Leon G. Yeuell
Publicity Director: Donald T. Cuddy

ccSupply
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REPORT

The PRIOPITIES COMMITTEE met on November 26, 1962, to discuss and evaluate
the forty reports from the study areas of the Community Development Plan. In
action taken, they recommended that three first steps were vital in getting the
program underway.
Step 1.

Putting the City on a sound fiscal basis.

Step 2.

Preparation of a Master Plan.

Step 3.

The Citizens Participation Process •

The job of putting the City on a sound fiscal basis will require professional help
in order to do it right. When this step is completed, the -:::; Hy will be able to
allocate specific revenue funds to achieve specified objectives which are so
necessary for the orderly and efficient development of our c ommunity. This
method of City improvement will replace unplanned short notice money spending
by the C ity, which does not conform to any overall plan. It will also enable the
City to more easily take advantage of long term bond issues or matching funds
from State or Federal governments for the purpose of making major improvements.
The preparation of a Master Plan, either by a professional --:; ity Planner or by a
volunteer group of citizens interested in Community Development, will best
coordinate the findings of these and future studies, and achieve what the city
needs. Such things as better and stronger zoning, sewers and drainage, the
acquisition of necessary street rights of way, and beautification programs for
the city would be set up in orderly and logical sequence to best realize all
city improvements.
A grass roots citizen education program as outlined in the Citizens Participation
Process is of utmost importance to properly motivate the Master Plan. To reach
this goal, it will be necessary to institute a Toastmasters Club activity, with a
view of training skilled spea:<.ers to appear before every available organized
group in the city. These speakers will explain the Master Plan, and build up
public support for it . Questions will be welcomed at such meetings, in an effort
to fully inform every citizen of Hallandale on what is being done and why it is
necessary. We feel that we cannot expect our City government to be an effective
tool in accomplishing this end. Vlfe are confident that our C ity government will
approve and carry on with any program for overall improvement of our city. We
have stressed the necessity of avoiding any tinge of politics in carrying out this
plan. Individual interests must be led to realize that there is no place in this
plan for any action which does not re sult in the most good for the most people
in the City of Hallandale.
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ADDENDUM
Besides the many persons who participated in the various Study Groups, on the
Asswnptions or Priorities committees, there were some who gave active support
by attending the City Wide Meeting, and other special meetings on sections of
the program. We feel they deserve being named in this book .
Myra S. Beck, Beck's Florist
Edythe Cockett
Harold U. Cockett
David Duckor, Hallandale Development Corp.
Phyllis Brittle, Beta Sigma Phi
Fl orence Knorr, Beta Sigma Phi
Harold Froelich, Froelich Landscaping
Nick Satalino , City of Hallandale Street Dept.
Bo VJilliams, Hallandale Parks Dept.
Puth E. Oliver
Howard Smith, Howard Smith Mot ors
C aspe r J. Herbert
Donald J. Whipple, Li o ns Club
Bud Jenkins, Hollywood SU N-TATTLE R
Mike Hauser, Fort Lauderdale NEWS
Martha Nelson, Miami HERl'.LD
Mrs. Ralph Ralphs, Hallandale Ele mentary PTA
Rev. LaVern Butler, First Baptist Church
Rev. Allan Newby, Union Congre gational Church
Elizabeth Bero
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:IEALTH and WELFARE
COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL FACILITIES

Res.o.u rce Persons
Matthew Spenadel, Chairman
Ferrell Mcconnaughey
Dr. Ted M • Avellone
Leon Yeuell
John Edwin May

Ross Amos
Robert R. Aiken
Carol Owen
J. Arthur Tiernan

Basic Facts and Comment
During the preliminary study on :r-::ealth & Welfare, the question was raised as to whether
or not t he opening of the new wing at Memorial Hospital would fill the needs for hospital care for E allandale, with its rapidly expanding population , and for how long ?
Accordin __ to all available statistics, and drawing particularly from the 1962 report of
the findin :,s and recommendations of r:: overnor Bryant's 1961 Committee on Medical
Facilities in the State of Florida, the committee discovered that with the new win; at
Memorial completely open, and takin ;:; into consideration all other hospitals in the area,
public and private , there still exis ts a need for a minimum of 20 0 beds in the South
Broward area, as well as additional surg-ical facilities. This need will grow as the
population expands, particularly in Hallandale, where co-operative type building has
added some 12 07 units within three years.
The committee felt, too, that since t he population trend. is towards an increa~ of older
people, the need for hospitalization , and often of emergency type, is even more acute.
Located at an inconvenient distance from either of the large hospitals in the area
(Memorial in E ollywood, and Cloverleaf in North Miami}, Hallandale would seem to be
the lo·.: J·ical spot for a new hospital.
The committee a 9reed that any community of 12,000 people needs both a library and a
hospital as part of its basic facilities, and from all statistics studied, it is believed
that Hallandale itself could well s upport a 100 bed hospital at t he present time. \iVith
the current rapid rate of growth, t his need could soon become a n emergency.
Course of A.ction
The cominittee recommends that the Board of Directors of the Hallandale Chamber of
Commerce 'JO on record as approvin -:f and recommending the establishment of a 100 bed
hospital in :-Iallandale in the near future, with provisions for expansion.
Implementation
Since establishment of a hospital supported by public funds would be time-cons urning·
at best, the committee recommends that t:-ie Board give encourac:ernent and support to
any local ,.:,,roup who would be willin -.:, to establish a private hospital in Hallandale, and
submit their plans for approval.

